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PREFACE

The curriculum, with varying definitions, is said to be a plan of the teaching-learning process that students of an academic programme are required to undergo. It includes objectives & learning outcomes, course contents, scheme of studies, teaching methodologies and methods of assessment of learning. Since knowledge in all disciplines and fields is expanding at a fast pace and new disciplines are also emerging; it is imperative that curricula be developed and revised accordingly.

University Grants Commission (UGC) was designated as the competent authority to develop, review and revise curricula beyond Class-XII vide Section 3, Sub-Section 2 (ii), Act of Parliament No. X of 1976 titled “Supervision of Curricula and Textbooks and Maintenance of Standard of Education”. With the repeal of UGC Act, the same function was assigned to the Higher Education Commission (HEC) under its Ordinance of 2002, Section 10, Sub-Section 1 (v).

In compliance with the above provisions, the Curriculum Division of HEC undertakes the revision of curricula after every three years through respective National Curriculum Revision Committees (NCRCs) which consist of eminent professors and researchers of relevant fields from public and private sector universities, R&D organizations, councils, industry and civil society by seeking nominations from their organizations.

In order to impart quality education which is at par with international standards, HEC NCRCs have developed unified templates as guidelines for the development and revision of curricula in the disciplines of Basic Sciences, Applied Sciences, Social Sciences, Agriculture and Engineering in 2007 and 2009.

It is hoped that this curriculum document, prepared by the respective NCRC’s, would serve the purpose of meeting our national, social and economic needs, and it would also provide the level of competency specified in Pakistan Qualification Framework to make it compatible with international educational standards. The curriculum is also placed on the website of HEC http://hec.gov.pk/english/services/universities/RevisedCurricula/Pages/default.aspx

(Muhammad Raza Chohan)
Director General (Academics)
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Introduction

The final meeting of National Curriculum Revision Committee (NCRC) in the discipline of Gender Studies (BS-MS) was held from April 20 - 22, 2017 at HEC Regional Centre Karachi. The purpose of the meeting was to finalize the draft curriculum prepared in its preliminary meeting held from October 19 - 21, 2016 at the Higher Education Commission, Regional Centre, Lahore. The following members attended the final meeting:

1. Prof. Dr. Misbah Bibi, Convener
   Director,
   Institute of Gender Studies
   University of Sindh,
   Jamshoro

2. Prof. Dr. Anoosh Khan Co-Convener
   Chairperson,
   Department of Gender Studies,
   University of Peshawar,
   Peshawar

3. Prof. Dr. Ruhi Khalid, Member
   Director,
   Institute of Psychology,
   Beacon House National University,
   Lahore

4. Prof. Dr. Anila Kamal, Member
   Director,
   National Institute of Psychology,
   Quaid-I-Azam University,
   Islamabad

5. Mr. Aurangzaib Alizai, Member
   Assistant Professor,
   Gender and Development Studies,
   University of Balochistan,
   Quetta

6. Dr. Asma Manzoor, Secretary/
   Assistant Professor, Member
   Center of Excellence for Women’s Studies,
   University of Karachi,
   Karachi
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Razia Mussarat</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Department of Political Science and Gender Studies, The Islamia University of Bahawalpur, Bahawalpur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Dr. Yasmin Roofi</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Coordinator, Gender Studies Programme, The Department of Political Science, The Islamia University of Bahawalpur, Bahawalpur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Dr. Agha Nadia Pathan</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Institute of Gender Studies, Shah Abdul Latif University, Khairpur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Ms. Rahla Rahat</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Institute of Social and Cultural Studies, University of the Punjab, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Dr. Abdullah</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Department of Social and Gender Studies, University of Swat, Swat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Ms. Shahla Tabassum</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Department of Gender Studies, Fatima Jinnah Women University, Rawalpindi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Ms. Farah Adil</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Lecturer, Department of Gender and Development Studies, Lahore College for Women University, Lahore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14. Dr. Muhammad Idrees, Coordinator
   HEC
   Director,
   Curriculum,
   Academic Division, HEC
   Islamabad

15. Ms. Syeda Sanober Rizvi, Coordinator
   HEC
   Deputy Director,
   Curriculum,
   Academic Division, HEC
   Islamabad

The following members attended the preliminary meeting only and could not attend the final meeting due to pre-occupation:

1. Dr. Zahira Batool, Member
   Associate Professor/Chairperson,
   Department of Sociology,
   Government College University,
   Faisalabad

2. Dr. Rana Malik, Member
   Assistant Professor,
   Department of Gender Studies,
   University of the Punjab,
   Lahore

The first session of National Curriculum Revision Committee’s (NCRC) final meeting was held on April 20, 2017. The meeting started with the recitation of verses from the Holy Qur’an and it was chaired by Prof. Dr Misbah Qureshi.

Ms. Syeda Sanober Rizvi, Deputy Director (Curriculum) and Co-coordinator HEC welcomed all the members on behalf of the Chairman, HEC. She briefed the members of the responsibilities of the Commission to review/revise the curriculum. She also briefed the members of their responsibilities (i.e., review/revise the curriculum) as per provision of the Act 2002. She also informed the honourable members regarding the main purpose of revising the curriculum keeping in view the framework/scheme of studies for B.S. and M.S./M.Phil. in the discipline of Gender Studies so that the courses could be made compatible with the International Outcomes Based Education (OBE) standards and be in line with the recent research and development. There was a deliberate discussion among the committee members on the preliminary draft
prepared in its last meeting held on October 19 - 21, 2016, at HEC Centre Lahore. All those members who had already sent their inputs presented their drafts before the committee for further discussion. All queries and questions were satisfactorily answered by the respective expert members of the Committee. Dr. Misbah was available in one session.

The second and third sessions, of second meeting on April 21 and 22, 2107, respectively were held under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Anoosh Khan, unanimously decided as Co-Convener by the committee in the absence of Convener, Prof. Dr Misbah Qureshi and Dr. Asma Manzoor as the secretary of the committee. The NCRC discussed different aspects of the curriculum in the discipline of Gender Studies.

The members focused on nomenclatures of various degree programmes, rationale and scope of Gender Studies, titles of different courses offered during 4 years B.S. and M.S./M.Phil. programmes (with mandatory thesis), credit hours, learning outcomes, and assessment criteria of Gender Studies in different Universities of Pakistan.

After detailed discussion and in depth analysis of framework/scheme of studies, Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs) and course contents; the curriculum was finalized. The amended draft of the Gender Studies curriculum is presented in annexure “A”.

**The salient features of the revised draft are as under:**

1. The credit hours for the BS Gender Studies were designed to give flexibility to the concerned universities for designing the framework within 124-136 credit hours.

2. The credit hours for the MS/MPhil Gender Studies were designed to give flexibility to the concerned universities for designing the framework within 30-40 credit hours.

3. Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs) of courses were developed and added for all the courses.

**Rationale**
The aim of education is to prepare one for the changing local, national, and global realities. As such, academic disciplines also undergo various changes to meet new challenges; so is the case of Gender Studies.
Most Gender Studies departments in Pakistan are off shoots of what began as Women Studies to introduce a five-year project in 1989 by the Women’s Development Division, Government of Pakistan. When the five-year project initiated the purpose was to create social change in the society by recognizing women as agents of change; to inculcate an academic culture valuing women’s experiences and contributions; to promote respect for women’s human rights; encourage sensitivity to gender issues and patriarchal norms; and to create strategies for empowering women and other genders.

However, catering to the requirements of the 21st century Women’s Studies was more specifically known as Gender Studies. As Women’s Studies focus was more on women and feminism, Gender Studies, being more inclusive encompasses issues related to all sexualities including, but not limited to, Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals, Transgender, Intersexed, and Queer (LGBTIQ) as well. Even a cursory glance at the content of the courses offered today in Gender Studies includes women, men, children and others including sexual minorities.

**Scope**
- Gender Studies is an inter-disciplinary and multi-disciplinary academic field devoted to various aspects of identity and representation across societies and cultures.
- Provide gender specialists and analysts for public and private sector, NGOs, INGOs, GOs, IGOs and public policy matters;
- Train future academics and researchers in the discipline.

**Mission**
The mission of Gender Studies is to train students in such a way that they learn to critically analyze patriarchal structures that hamper the growth of an egalitarian society—socio-economically, culturally, politically, and religiously. Moreover, the aim is to equip students to develop a research culture that encourages and contributes to gender equality and equity.

The members of the Curriculum Revision Committee in Gender Studies adopted the following Mission Statement in 2016:

- To engage students in an on-going academic activity through class-discussions and research in the production and dissemination of knowledge that promotes equity and equality.
- Through interdisciplinary teaching, research, and community outreach, it seeks to create a
more inclusive and transformative understanding across genders.

- The discipline explores the intersections of genders, sexualities, ethnicities, nationality, and social class.
- To serve as a catalyst for curricular, institutional, societal and global change.

Thus, it is agreed that development in Pakistan would occur in general and particularly for women when women themselves are mobilized in the change-making effort. Gender Studies remains anchored to the concept that social resources need to be vested in the people.
## Standardized Template for Four-Year

### Proposed Courses for B.S. 4 Years Programme

#### First Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Credit Hrs.</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>English-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pakistan Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Math/Stat-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>General-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>General-II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 6.    | 3           | Foundation I
              Introduction to Gender Studies   |

#### Second Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Credit Hrs.</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>English-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Islamic Studies/Ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Math/Stat-II/Uni.Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>General-III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>General-IV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 6.    | 3           | Foundation II
              Social Construction of Gender     |

#### Third Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Credit Hrs.</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>English-III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Introduction to Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>General-V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>General-VI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 5.    | 3           | Foundation-III
              Women and the Feminist Movements:
              A Global Perspective           |
| 6.    | 3           | Foundation-IV
              Introduction to Feminist Theories |
### Fourth Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Credit Hrs.</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>English-IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>General-VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>General-VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Foundation-V Women’s History in South Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Foundation-VI Gender and Religion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fifth Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Credit Hrs.</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>English-IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>General-VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>General-VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Foundation-V Women’s History in South Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Foundation-VI Gender and Religion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sixth Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Credit Hrs.</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Foundation- VIII Gender &amp; Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Foundation- IX Gender &amp; Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Major-IV Feminist Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Major-V Gender and Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Major-VI Internship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Seventh Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Credit Hrs.</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Major-VII Gender and Law in Pakistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Major-VIII Psychology of Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Major-IX Research Project/Thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Elective-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Elective-II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Eighth Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Credit Hrs.</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Major-X Research Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Major-XI Gender and Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Major-XII Gender, Technology, and Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Elective-III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Elective-IV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Model Scheme of Studies for BS 4 Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Name of subject</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semester – I</td>
<td>Introduction to Gender Studies (f)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semester – II</td>
<td>Social Construction of Gender (f)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semester – III</td>
<td>Women and the Feminist Movements: A Global Perspective (f)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction to Feminist Theories (f)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semester – IV</td>
<td>Women's History in South Asia (f)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender and Religion (f)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semester – V</td>
<td>Gender and Islam (f)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research Methodology (f)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender and Development (m)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Courses for BS (Four years)

**INTRODUCTION TO GENDER STUDIES**

Course description:

This course is designed as an introduction to the interdisciplinary field of Gender Studies and is focused on the ways that sex and gender manifest itself in social, cultural, and political contexts. Gender Studies marks the rich terrain of intellectual inquiry now encompassed by interdisciplinary field, which includes exploration of the histories and experiences of diverse masculinities and femininities. Students will become acquainted with many of the critical questions and concepts feminist thought has developed as tools for the study of gendered experiences. The course would help the students in developing critical understanding of gender issues as well as prepare them to act as agents of change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester – VI</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender and Work (m)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender and Environment (m)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender and Human Rights (f)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women, Gender and Health (f)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feminist Research (m)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender and Politics (m)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internship (m)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester – VII</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender and Law in Pakistan (m)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elective-I</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elective-II</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research Project / Thesis (m)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Psychology of Gender(m)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester – VIII</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research Project / Thesis (m)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender and Media (m)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender, Technology and Entrepreneurship (m)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elective-III</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elective-IV</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Analyse the basic terms and concepts central to Gender Studies, including differences between sex &gender, sexuality, feminism, patriarchy, and oppression.
- Identify and understand a variety of methods of studying gender as a social institution.
- Explore dynamics of power relations in the lives of individuals, groups and cultures in multiple settings
- Relate the concepts and theories of Gender Studies to their own individual life experiences

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Introduction
- Significance of the discipline
- Historical background and theories.

Unit 02: Socialization
- Social construct of gender
- Socialization, gender roles and gender stereotypes.

Unit 03: The Politics of Gender
- The micro-politics of gender
- The gender and the State
- Gender and equality.

Unit 04: Embodiment & sexualities
- Body image and representation
- Issues of self-image and self-esteem

Unit 05: Gender and Sexual binary
- Femininity and masculinity
- Homosexuality, heterosexuality, bisexuality and asexuality

Unit 06: Oppression and Violence against women
- Patriarchy and other systems of oppression
- Imperialism, colonialism, sexism, and racism

Unit 07: Gender based violence
- Definition of GBV
- Theories and forms of violence.
Unit 08: Feminism and gender in the developing world

- Muslim thoughts
- Feminist perspectives on gender roles in the developing world

Suggested Books:


**SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF GENDER**

Course Description:

This course seeks to answer the question, “what does gender mean and how does it shape our everyday experiences?” This course will analyze sex and gender categories in the context of socially assigned meanings and role expectations associated with femininity and masculinity across
The course also examines the impact of gender categorization in creating complex interactions between gender, sexuality, family, culture, and society. More importantly, this course critically evaluates how gender role expectations shape the direction of society.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand the differences between sex and gender
- Understand that gender is socially and not biologically constructed
- Understand how social perceptions of gender and sex create and perpetuate social, economic, and political inequalities.
- Analyze the fluidity associated with gender in different contexts, situations, and locales
- Reflect upon the recent efforts at challenging the established gendered roles and expectations.

Course Contents

Unit 01: Sociological Perspectives of Gender
- Gender vs. sex
- Gender roles and identities
- Gender stereotyping

Unit 02: Gender Construction and Socialization
- Institutions of socialization
- Growing up masculine and feminine
- Learning and unlearning gender.

Unit 03: Society and Culture
- Society and culture
- Characteristics and features of Pakistani culture
- Influence of culture on gender construction in Pakistani society

Suggested Books


WOMEN AND THE FEMINIST MOVEMENTS: A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

Course Description:

This course will help the students to critically analyse the different concepts and thoughts of feminism. It also traces the history of feminist movements and women’s movements in the global contexts in general and in the context of the sub-continent in particular. It explores the factors that led to these movements and takes into account the paradigm shift from purely feminist perspective to the concept of gender taking the centre stage.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand factors depriving women of their rights
- Analyse feminist struggle for the restoration of women’s rights
- Map the global networking of women in search of new paradigms for gender equity

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Historical perspective on women’s movements
- America and Europe
- Middle East
- Africa
- Asia

Unit 02: Beginning of Feminist Consciousness
- Westernization
- Colonialism, Imperialism, Neo-Colonialism
- Impact on women’s lives

Unit 03: Feminist Movements
- Early years of the Feminist Movements 1750 – 1870
- The golden years 1870 – 1920
- Intermission 1929 – 1960
- Contemporary Movements
Unit 04: World Conferences on Women as a Milestone of Modern Movements
- Beijing Conferences
- Pakistani scenario

Suggested Books:
INTRODUCTION TO FEMINIST THEORIES

Course Description:

The primary goal of this course is to familiarize students with key issues, questions, and debates within feminist scholarship. In this course, we will consider questions like: What is theory? Why do we have to study theories? What is the objective of looking at feminist theories? A central feature of this course is to create an understanding of the bridge building activities between the theory of feminism(s) and action. To answer these questions we will consider a series of feminist frameworks, which suggest how gender relations have been in the past and how they are at the present. Thus, this course focuses on the ways in which feminists have challenged the ‘norms’ and ‘practices’ of civil societies. The course will then provide an analytical understanding of some major feminist theories by drawing out dominant themes considering the ways in which class, ethnicity, and sexual orientation have interacted with women’s gendered identity and roles.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Identify the multiplicity of feminist theories and the major feminist texts associated with them
- Understand feminist discourse that interacts with social, cultural and political practices
- Develop analytical skills needed to evaluate women’s experiences in Pakistan
- Examine and critique ideological assumptions underlining social institutions and systems of representations, including assumptions regarding gender, race, class, age, disability and sexual orientation.
- Comprehend the impact of gender on individuals over agency, and the ability to express agency which has shaped women’s lives in various geographical settings
Course Contents:

Unit 01: Feminism
- What is Feminism? Why do we need a theory? The category of woman? Being a woman/Becoming a woman.
- What is feminist theory? Relationship of feminist theories with feminist movement, an overview of feminist movements in the West

Unit 02: Waves of feminism:
- First wave feminism
- Second wave feminism
- Third wave feminism

Unit 03: Contemporary feminist theories:
- Liberal feminism, radical feminism, marxist feminism, socialist feminism, psychoanalytic feminism, existentialist feminism, standpoint feminism, Post-modern feminism (Islamic feminism, Asian feminism, Black Feminism, Indigenous feminism, global debates and the new feminist agenda)

Suggested Books:


**WOMEN’S HISTORY IN SOUTH ASIA**

**Course Description:**

The aim of this course is to introduce the historical background of South Asian women in all ages. This course helps the students understand the paradoxical situations and dichotomies that continue in the lives of women in South Asia. Using feminist tools of historical research and of reading the inscribed texts, this course examines the past through gender lens. Thus, we would critically assess how politics of power and control have made women invisible and hidden and how the patriarchal craft of constructing history has objectified women as passive and not as active agents of history. Examining the earlier situation of women briefly, our exploration, in this course, starts with the commencement of the nineteenth century. We would read texts explaining the roots of the continuous debates that keep South Asian women marginalized and silenced.

**Learning Outcomes:**

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Demonstrate knowledge of the historical and philosophical trends in the field.
- Understand the scope and changes within the field with an ability to assess strengths and weaknesses of various positions, methods, and beliefs.
• Being disciplinarily responsible and understanding the strengths and limitations of interdisciplinary work.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Introduction
• South Asia: Reading the map of the region

Unit 02: Historical overview of Women in South Asia
• Events changing women's lives
• Women changing the time

Unit 03: An overview of women’s roles
• Early and medieval periods of the history of South Asia.

Unit 04: Women, gender, & socio-cultural traditions at the close of the 18th century
• Female infanticide
• Pre-puberty marriages
• Widow burning
• Polygamy
• Dowry
• Divorce

Unit 05: Connecting with the West
• Colonisation of South Asia and the woman question

Unit 06: Beginning of the Socio-Religious Movements
• Indigenous movements
• Movements initiated and supported by the colonial powers

Unit 07: Literature produced for and by women
• Women’s Journals and Magazines

Unit 08: Women’s Education
• Impact on women’s lives.

Unit 09: Suffrage movement and women’s political awareness

Unit 10: The Nationalist Movement and Women’s Question
• Beginning of Women’s Organisations

Unit 11: The Dawn of Freedom
• Communal riots and atrocities against women
Unit 12: Independence and Beginning of a New Phase of Women’s Struggle

- Women responding to new challenges: 1947-1970
- New Challenges at the turn of the Millennium: 2000-2015

Suggested Books:
GENDER AND RELIGION

Course Description:

This course is designed to look at various religious norms from the perspective of gender. Considering the feminist approaches to the religious experiences of different gender, this course will study the religious beliefs, practices and systems liberating or oppressing women. The course will also focus on the differences between the sacred and the profane as being a distinction between male and female activities.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Develop critical and ethical thinking with feminist perspective.
- Understand the major themes of various religions regarding gender roles in society.
- Use gender as a category of analysis to study religion.
- Conduct research and develop analytical skills.
- Identify the most effective strategies for empowering women and weaker segments of society within religious traditions.
- Devise policies to incorporate religious teachings to eliminate gender-based inequalities in the society.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Overview
- Overview of the religious traditions regarding gender with special emphasis on women.
- Images of feminine and masculine forms of the Divine.
- Gender-based segregation and inequalities.
- An introduction to Gender and Religion—study of contemporary writings that explore the relations between gender and religion in the West from historical, anthropological, theological and philosophical perspectives.
- Gender and religious Imagination: Building on the widely accepted assumption that religion is a cultural phenomenon and that gender is a critical aspect of cultural formation.
- Sex, celibacy and the problem of puberty: Ascetism and the body in late antiquity.

Unit 02: Women and gender in world religions
- Hinduism: Status of women in the religious texts, Relationship of female-gendered and feminine images and symbols to ‘real’ women. Introducing goddesses and their power.
- Buddhism: The issue of female presence in the Buddhist discourse. The ordination of women in the Buddhist sangha. Women and the issue of ‘enlightenment’.
- Judaism: The concept of Eve and the original sin. Lilith and Eve the duality of female representation. The concept of purity, chastity, and control of the female body.

Unit 03: Christianity
- Images of women in the New Testament
- Virgin Mary and the place of women in the Church organization

Unit 04: Islam
- Women and gender in the Qur’an
- Status of women in Islam, Interpretations (patriarchal) of the Text, concept of male authority, contemporary construction of femininity in Islam
Unit 05: New scholarship and activism

- Women claiming their lost position in the realm of religious knowledge and practices.

Suggested Books:


GENDER AND ISLAM

Course Description:
The rights, roles and appearance of Muslim women have long been the focus of the Muslim world. Beginning with the advent of Islam, this course examines the pre Islamic, historical and contemporary gender roles as articulated in Islamic system. The main thrust of this course is
to assess the complex intersections between traditions, male authority, state power, and vision of Muslim women in Islam. After addressing the development of Islamic thought about women and gender and tracing the historical development of the status of women throughout the Islamic world, attention will be paid to the ways in which Muslim women are portrayed in contemporary popular and academic work. The course will also pay attention to the contemporary topics of rise of Islamic feminism in the Muslim world, transformations of gender relations, and studies of the Islamic construction of masculinity.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Know the Islamic thoughts about gender.
- Understand the major themes of the Qur’an regarding gender roles in society.
- Use this knowledge and understanding to think critically about connections between how Muslim women see themselves and how other see them.
- Conduct research and develop analytical skills
- Identify the most effective strategies for empowering women and weaker segments of society.
- Train young generation to devise policies to incorporate Islamic teachings to eliminate gender based inequalities.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Women’s status before the advent of Islam
- Status of women in Islam – Quran, Sunnah, Fiqh (Shariah)
- Women in early Islamic history: the family of the Prophet Muhammad (SAW). Mothers of the Believers - Wives and the daughters of the Prophet Muhammad (SAW)

Unit 02:
- Construction of masculinity, femininity and others in Islam
- Gender and patriarchy: Male authority-issuance of fatawah and others
- The role of the State power

Unit 03:
- Concept of equality, law of evidence and inheritance
- Muslim Family life: marriage, dower, divorce, birth control and abortion, and custody of children
• Islam and human rights: The last Sermon of Holy Prophet Muhammad (SAW)

Unit 04:
• Issues of modesty, virginity, chastity, purity, and ‘family honour’
• Current issues within the study of gender and Islam

Unit 05:
• Women in contemporary Muslim world, challenges and issues of the 21st century

Suggested Books:
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Course Description:

The course deals with the traditional as well as emerging research methods used in social sciences with particular references to the study of gender based issues. The course will provide an overview on the various phases of carrying out research, i.e. planning the research study, selecting appropriate methods for data collection, analysing the data and reporting the results.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Formulate research questions, develop a sufficient coherent research design
- Develop independent thinking for developing a research proposal and critically analysing research reports.
- Apply research methods and conduct research on gender issues

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Research Process
- Problem identification; conceptualization, connection of research with real life situation, research implications

Unit 02: Research Design
- Research paradigm: qualitative, quantitative and triangulation (mixed methods)
Unit 03: Sampling techniques
- Population and sample, probability and non-probability sampling techniques

Unit 04: Data collection techniques
- Questionnaires and tests; pre-testing, types of interviews, focused group discussion, participant and non-participant observation, reliability and validity issues

Unit 05: Research ethics
- Informed consent of the respondent; due recognition of the respondents’ contribution and confidentiality, anonymity and safety issues

Unit 06: Data analysis techniques
- Qualitative and quantitative analysis techniques

Unit 07: Report writing
- Use of library and information technology in Research: Information sources; bibliographical sources; reference and documentation; types of bibliography; endnotes and footnoting

Suggested Books:

GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT

Course Description:

Gender and Development course assesses the meaning and purpose of development by raising two queries – development for what and who sets the agenda for development? This course has been designed to develop an understanding, with a feminist perspective, of the nature and importance of gender roles and gender relations and approaches in development processes. It moves on to examine critically the effects of various development policies on men and women. It also focuses on women’s roles in the development process and lays emphasis on the
need of recognizing women’s participation as actors and not as beneficiaries alone.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand the process of development from a gender perspective. Comprehend the relationship between gender and development and how it affects men and women.
- Understand the implications of development projects for both men and women.
- Develop a holistic understanding of development including the issues of health, economic and knowledge and information.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Introduction
- The concept and definition of gender
- Concept and definition of development
- Development with an understanding of changing
- Gender Dynamics and Development
- Exploring Attitudes towards Gender
- Social construction of gender

Unit 02: Gender Roles, Relations and development
- Gender Roles
- Types of Gender Roles
- Gender Roles and Relationships Matrix
- Gender-based Division and Valuation of Labour
- Gender equality and equity, and gender empowerment.
- Gender mainstreaming strategy.

Unit 03: Measurement of development
- Factors in development
- The emergence of the first world, second world and the third world
- Characteristics of the third world countries
- Issues in the third world countries specific to Asia

Unit 04: Theories of development
- Introduction to development Theories: Modernization, Dependency, and world Systems.
• How women emerge in development theories as a category in development

Unit 05: Approaches to Gender and development
• Women in development (WID)
• Women and Development (WAD)
• Gender and Development (GAD)
• Women empowerment issues and dimensions
• Development approaches: welfare, equality, anti poverty, efficiency and empowerment

Unit 06: Women’s growing engagement and activism
• United Nations
• Women’s conferences
• Gender Reform Action Plan (GRAP)
• Millennium Development Goals (MDG)
• SGD
• The role of NGOs at local and global levels.

Unit 07: Changing notions of development and new emerging theories
• Contemporary and Emerging theories of development

Suggested Books:

**GENDER AND WORK**

**Course Description:**

By developing a feminist understanding of work, this course explores women’s historical and contemporary work experiences in formal and informal economies and in gendered environment. Looking holistically at the issues of women’s work, such as gender-based discrimination, sexual harassment, and non-recognition of women’ work in gendered environment. The course addresses some key questions regarding women and work: a) why do women’s paid work remain invisible? The course explores the strategies for the recognition of women’s work and its integration into national economy.

**Learning Outcomes:**

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand the categories of women’s work (productive labour/reproductive labour/, waged/unwaged) in the urban and rural settings.
- Analyze the global and local patterns of women’s work and in the context of globalisation.
• Identify hurdles that blocking women from entering into market economy.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Introduction:
• Conceptual understanding of women and work
• The nature of women’s work in the western world
• The nature of women’s work in the developing world

Unit 02: Theoretical Background:
• Work, labour processes; work in the formal and informal sector, union movements; labour in Capitalist and Socialist economies; theories of Management and labour; women’s productive and reproductive Work

Unit 03: Gender Issues in the Labour Force:
• Patterns of participation rates
• Paid and unpaid work
• Urban and Rural Sector
• Formal Sector, Informal Sector: Agricultural and Food Production and home-based Production and Self Employment

Unit 04: Women’s work and the capitalist economy:
• Women and structural adjustment programs
• women and the global economy
• Role of women as house-wife.

Unit 05: Issues and Challenges:
• Impact of work on women’s psychological, physical and social health
• Societal attitudes
• Work-family interface
• Sexual harassment at work place and economic exploitation.
• Role of local and international organizations, (Selected Case Studies)
• World patterns of self-employed women/ home based workers/ global and local scenario and human rights issues.

Unit 06: Labour force survey of Pakistan:
• Plans, policies and statistical profiles of working women in Pakistan
**Suggested Books:**


**GENDER AND ENVIRONMENT**

**Course Description:**

This course acquaints students with key debates in the context of relationship between environment and women, and relationship between environment and gender. The course examines how conceptual issues related to ecological systems and environmental policies are closely linked with women and gender issues. It will examine how environmental destruction impacts lives of women and children. The course will also examine how patriarchal traditions, traditional systems of land tenure results in resource control thereby depriving men and women from their livelihoods.

**Learning Outcomes:**

After completing the course, the students will be able to:
• Make students aware of interconnections among women, gender, and environment
• Recognise the centrality of environmental protection for gender and development
• Develop the skills to investigate environmental problems and develop strategies for its protection

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Introduction
• Women, gender and Environment: Theoretical framework: Nature vs. culture, public vs. private, work vs. Family.

Unit 02: Women, gender, and the ecosystem; Environmental problems
• Overpopulation, forest degradation, environmental pollution, and loss of biodiversity.

Unit 03: Development and ecosystem
• Effects of industrialization on environment, modern agricultural development, and health hazards. Water crisis- water as an environmental issue; renewable and non-renewable recourses; alternative energy sources.

Unit 04: Ecological Change
• Development and ecological changes and their impact on quality of life, effects of energy crisis, water crisis, social forestry etc.

Unit 05: Urbanization and ecological problems
• Urban life and social and health hazards, population density migration, slum life and its impact women’s life, women as producers and consumers.

Unit 06: Women, environment, and sustainable development
• Constraints of woman’s progress, education, communication, women working to improve the environment, case studies.

Unit 07: Strategies for planning
• UN Agenda for Integration Women in Environmental Development; Earth Summit to Habitat II; environmental law; globally and nationally, current environmental issues in Pakistan.

Suggested Books:

GENDER AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Course Description:

Gender equality has gained a secure position within international approaches to, and discourses on, development and human rights. Nevertheless, it took decades of advocacy for gendered diversities to become effectively acknowledged as relevant to the international human rights system. In this process, the recognition that “women’s rights are human rights” played a central role. In response, legal and normative instruments have been introduced to address the marginalization of women and girls, such as the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). Increasingly, other issues relevant to gender equality are gaining attention, for instance those
pertaining to sexual orientation and gender identity and the role of men and boys in achieving gender equality. Significant steps continue to be taken to build a human rights system that recognizes the need for gender equality and diversity to be inherent to approaches for securing human rights for all.

This course provides a general introduction to the origin and evolution of the concept of gender equality within the international human rights system. It provides a foundational understanding of the centrality of gender equality to human rights discourse generally and how this is addressed within the UN human rights system specifically. Students will gain an overview of the various legal and normative frameworks that promote women’s rights, address gender identities, and advance practical approaches to securing gender equality. The course will also examine critical concepts such as intersectionality and cultural relativism as they relate to the enforcement of existing international approaches to advancing gender equality and human rights.

**Learning Outcomes:**

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Comprehend the origins of modern human rights;
- Understand the origins of gender equality and its link to human rights;
- Identify gaps and shortcomings of existing human rights instruments using a gender lens;
- Propose possible ways for improvement;
- Demonstrate awareness of international human rights instruments and sensitivity to larger social and political implications with respect to gender and human rights.

**Course Contents:**

**Unit 01:**
- Origin and evolution of modern human rights
- Basic principles of human rights framework
- Origin and evolution of gender equality and its link to human rights
- Women’s rights are human rights: Evolution of women’s rights
- Gender-based violence as a human rights issue

**Unit 02: Overview**
- An overview of the UN system
- The role of UNHCR
Unit 03: International Normative Framework for Gender Equality and Human Rights

- Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
- International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
- International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
- Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT)
- Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)
- Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)

Unit 04: International Labor Organization's Major Conventions

- Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize Convention, 1948 (No. 87)
- Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98)
- Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29)
- Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 1957 (No. 105)
- Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138)
- Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 182)
- Equal Remuneration Convention, 1951 (No. 100)
- Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No. 111)

Unit 05:

- Critique of the gender and human rights agenda
- Advancing gender equality: Strategies and Approaches

Suggested Books:
Ateek, Naim Stifan (2001). Justice And Only Justice, Orbis, New York, USA.


**GENDER AND HEALTH**

**Course Description:**

Recognizing the basic truth that good health of all genders is an indicator of a prosperous society; this course looks at the current health status of the Pakistani community by examining their health needs, facilities for addressing these needs, and more importantly, their awareness about their health needs and attitudes. Health, in this course, means total wellbeing of humans, including physical, emotional, and psychological wellbeing. This course, thus, looks how men and women perceive their personal health needs and how they look at each other’s health needs. In addition to the institutionalized healthcare system, in this course we would also study traditional systems of cure and healing, and myths and belief systems. The core issue of investigation, throughout this course, is the question of decision-making whenever a need arises to seek healthcare for women all through their different stages of life. Thus, neglect of the health needs of the girls, of adult women, and of aged and old women is an important segment of the course. Related to this is the most significant issue of reproductive health.

**Learning Outcomes:**

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand the gendered knowledge, attitudes and practices towards gender and health
- Analyze the socio-cultural myths and stigma attached with health-care seeking behaviour.
- Enhance their knowledge about preventive and curative diseases
- Understand health scenario, policies, their importance and implications

**Course Contents:**

**Unit 01: Introduction:**

- Defining health
• Health as a gender issue (Sociological and demographic influences)
• Emotional and psychological wellbeing of women
• Variations in health status,
• Access to health care services
• Knowledge and sources of data about health
• Role of culture and myths
• Role of Governmental and International agencies, specially the UN.

Unit 02: Social determinants of health
• Gradient
• Early life and education
• Life Expectancy
• Social Support Networks

Unit 03: Life cycle of women’s health
• Girl child (birth, childhood and puberty)
• Reproductive span
• Problems with early marriage and maternity
• Health as a human right
• Problems of women’s health
• Problems of aged and aging women

Unit 04: Nutrition
• Knowledge and attitudes towards balanced diet
• Malnutrition and women’s health, myths and practices
• Cooking practices

Unit 05: Diseases
• Social definition of illness
• Cultural Influences on Illness
• Preventable and treatable diseases and their management.
• Self medication (practices)

Unit 06: Reproductive health
• Menarche, adolescence, pregnancy and childbirth
• Male-female infertility
• Knowledge and attitudes towards family planning
• Contraception and safe sex (RTI, STD, HIV/AIDS)
• Role of LHV’s
• Abortion and miscarriages
Unit 07: Women and health Laws
- Awareness, policies and planning
- Current legislation
- International conventions
- Effect of various health laws on women.

Unit 08: Population policy and planning in Pakistan
- Population processes (fertility, mortality and migration)
- Population projection
- Pressure of population and its effects on the standards of health
- Population policy and its implications

Suggested Books:
health and well-being in the traditional brothel quarters of Lahore, Pakistan.”
Lee, Christina. 1999 Women’s Health: Psychological and Social Perspectives. London:Sage. 36
Pakistan Journal of Women’s Studies, 2006. vol. 13, no. 2 (special issue on women’s health).

FEMINIST RESEARCH

Course Description:
This course is designed to provide introductory framework for methods of research from a feminist perspective. The course begins by seeking to
answer what is feminist research and in what ways it is different from other known categories of research. The course assesses how feminist scholarship challenges dominant theories of knowledge and the major methodologies employed in the social sciences, humanities, and the sciences, with the purpose of creating and applying feminist theoretical models to the production of knowledge. This course primarily teaches how to formulate research questions that explore the diversity of women’s experiences with the purpose of empowering them.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- understand the basic methods of research with a feminist perspective
- apply feminist theoretical models to the production of knowledge
- refinement of critical reading, thinking and writing skills in formulating a research project.
- apply ethical principles to all the major components of research, i.e. data collection, interviewing, analysis and the project report writing.

Course Contents:

**Unit 01: Epistemological understanding**
- Positivist paradigm, interpretative paradigm, critical paradigm, feminist paradigm

**Unit 02: Feminist Research**
- Definition and historical background: What is feminist research and how it differs from other social science researches; theoretical background; need for feminist research; Research Paradigms.

**Unit 03: Research Design**
- Grounded theory, Ethnography design, Case studies design, discourse analysis and historical research design, phenomenology, and survey research design.

**Unit 04: Feminist Research methods**
- Ways of knowing women’s lives and experiences; women’s autobiographies and narratives, oral history, focus-group
discussions, content analysis, in-depth interviews and observation method, reflexivity

**Unit 05: Analysis and Report Writing**
- Transcribing data, coding, thematic analysis and writing report

**Suggested Books:**

**GENDER AND POLITICS**

**Course Description**

This course provides an overview of the key concepts of gender and politics scholarship focusing the feminist theory of power and representation. It also examines the critical question whether women’s struggle for empowerment has resulted in giving them access to decision-making positions in national life through political platforms. The main thrust of this course is to assess the role of gender in politics with special emphasis on marginalized segments of society in formal and informal political participation and decision making.
Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Conceptualize the concept of politics and political activity.
- Familiarize students with a broad range of issues involving gender and politics with particular reference of women voting behaviour, political attitudes and political participation.
- Examine the cultural, structural, and political factors hindering women inclusion in politics.
- Have a sound understanding of the role of gender in civil society and political institutions

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Introduction
- Meaning and Concept of Politics, basic concept of feminist analysis of politics and gender identity

Unit 02: Gender and politics in global perspective
- Gender gaps in political participation and representation, Gender and elections, gendered voting behaviour and gender gap

Unit 03: Gender and Democratization
- Role of women in democratic movements, sources of empowerment and leadership, role of female political leadership, gender and democracy today

Unit 04: Gender and Decision Making
- Gender quota debate, critical mass and critical actors, role of gender in formal and informal political institutions (legislature, executive and political parties, bureaucracy, pressure groups, anomic phenomenon)

Unit 05: Gender and Politics in Pakistan
- Role of women in Pakistan movement, women and democratic movement in Pakistan, gender quota and female representation, issues and challenges of gender gap in Pakistani politics

Suggested Books:


**INTERNSHIP**

**Course Description:**

Field research is introduced in the sixth semester. Students are placed in with agencies, i.e. (NGOs/ CBOs/ GOs/ Print & Electronic media/hospitals/ industries/provincial Assemblies etc.). The assignment & records have to completed & checked up by the respective supervisors. At the end of semester, the students are assessed on the basis of their daily records. A viva-voice is held at the end of the course.

**Course Contents:**

**Unit 01: Introduction of research field training in organizational setting:**
- Need & importance of research field training for students with special reference to case studies application.
- Definition, purpose, principles, technique and steps of case studies as a problem solving method in feminist perspective.

**Unit 02: Basic information about trainings, organizations/institutions**
- Background and nature of institutions/organizations.
- Establishment, infrastructure and management of training organization.
- Services and programmes.
- Facilities available.
- Man power, equipments and financial resources.
- Problems and future plans.

**Unit 03: Training programmes for students**
- Training methodology
- Manual of training
- Field training
- Training duration and certification
Unit 04: Training assignments
- Individual assignments, group assignments, academic assignments.
- Seminars, lectures, group discussions, conferences, workshop etc.

Unit 05: Record preparation
- Daily diary
- Process record
- Minute book

GENDER AND LAW IN PAKISTAN

Course Description:

Gender discrimination, along with other forms of discrimination, is embedded throughout the legal system, often in ways that are not immediately obvious. This course will look into the ways in which law is gendered and how this contributes to the construction of inequality. Feminist analyses of law provide some of the most significant and challenging explanatory frameworks for understanding the practice and organization of laws and legal institutions. These insights and frameworks focus on concepts such as the public/private divide, equality and intersectional discrimination, representation and power. The course will examine various areas of human experience such as work and the economy, the family and relationships, reproduction and bodies’ representation and expression, and the way in which law shapes these. Feminist engagements within each area will be explored. The course will consider a range of approaches taken by feminists to critique, reform and transform law. Various strategies at the local and international level will be studied including the use of human rights to challenge gender inequality and disadvantage. This course examines the complexity of the legal system in the context of women and the emerging dichotomies that affect gender regimes in Pakistan. The three major areas focused in this course are the laws enacted by the Parliament, the Islamic law, and the customary law. We would assess carefully whether these systems, as they exist in Pakistan, promote or discourage gender and class based discrimination. This course also assesses the efforts of the government in implementing international human rights instruments against gender discrimination.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:
• Develop a conceptual and a practical link between gender, law and human rights in Pakistan;
• Gain an understanding of law making process and judicial system in Pakistan;
• Assess significance and effectiveness of legal system for women, men and third gender in Pakistan;
• Understand how human rights instruments are applied in Pakistani law and society;
• Examine the complexity of the legal system in the context of women and the emerging dichotomies that affect gender regimes in Pakistan.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:
• A conceptual and a practical link between gender, law and human rights
• Need for law in society
• Sources of law (Customs, Shariah, Common, Equity)
• Types of law (Constitutional, Customary, Islamic, Common)

Unit 02:
• The process of law making in Pakistan
• Judicial system of Pakistan

Unit 03: Federal and provincial HR mechanisms in Pakistan
• Access to justice, law courts and legal remedy
• Constitutional Safeguards and fundamental rights guaranteed in 1973 Constitution of Pakistan
• Informal, parallel legal system in Pakistan

Unit 04: Family Laws in Pakistan
• Marriage, Polygamy, Talaq, Khula, Maintenance, Dowry and Gifts, Parents, Child Custody, Guardianship, Will and Inheritance

Unit 05: Shariah laws in Pakistan
• Law of Evidence; Rajam; Qisas and Diyat
• Comparative study of Hudood Laws and Women Protection Bill.

Unit 06: Labor Laws in Pakistan
• Wages, Collective Bargaining, Maternity leave, Protection against harassment at the workplace
Unit 07:
- Third gender person’s access to fundamental human rights in Pakistan
- Legal and political barriers to the protection and promotion of third gender person’s human rights in Pakistan

Suggested Books:


**PSYCHOLOGY OF GENDER**

**Course Description**

The course explores the biological, sociological and cultural influences on gender identity. It also examines gender differences, similarities in cognitive abilities, social development, moral development and psychopathology. The role of myths and stereotypes across gender will also be examined.

**Learning Outcomes:**

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand the psychological concepts and research in relation to gender
- Recognize gender similarities, gender differences and gender biases in order to understand the multiple potential causes of the same
• Recognize the abilities, capacities, psychological makeup and problems of a specific gender
• Appreciate the contribution of personality, cognition, motivation, cultural factors that contribute to the differences and similarities between gender
• Understand the physical and cultural constraints in important developmental milestones.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Introduction to Psychology of Gender

Unit 02: Gender Development across Lifespan
• Physical Development, Psychological Development, Social Development during early childhood, adolescence, adulthood and old age

Unit 03: Gender-Related Comparison in Cognitive Domain
• Mathematical Abilities
• Spatial Abilities
• Verbal Abilities
• Scholastic Achievement
• Memory
• Intelligence
• Creativity

Unit 04: Gender-Related Comparisons in Social Domain
• Empathy
• Aggression
• Helping Behaviour/Altruism
• Sexuality
• Friendship
• Communication

Unit 05: Gender-Related Comparisons in Mental Health
• Mood disorders
• Eating Disorders
• Suicide

Unit 06: Gender and Personality
• Biological and psychological basis of personality development across genders
• Personality Traits and comparison across genders
• Self esteem and self efficacy.
Suggested Books:

GENDER AND MEDIA

Course Description:
This course is designed with the purpose of analyzing how women and gender issues are represented in mainstream media. Furthermore, the course will examine how media constructs/subverts gender in accordance with cultural and social norms. The course will also investigate how the effects of media work on us and our thinking regarding gender and society.

Learning Outcomes:
- To be able to critically analyze media portrayals of women and gender issues.
- To see how media constructs gender and how these constructions become socio-cultural norms and why.
- To be able to analyze how the effects of media work on viewers' perceptions regarding gender and society.
- To analyze the role of women in media especially in media houses, newspaper agencies, production companies, etc.
- To assess media regulation policy regarding women and gender issues.
Course Contents:

Unit 01: Overview of Media
- What is media?
- Types of media
- Function and role of media in society

Unit 02: Historical Evolution of Media in Pakistan
- Newspapers and magazines
- Radio
- Television
- Film
- New/social media

Unit 03: Media and Advertising
- What is advertising?
- Analysis of portrayal of women in advertising
- Impact of women’s portrayal in advertisements on society

Unit 04: Media Code of Conduct
- Laws and ethics applying to portrayal of women and gender issues—PEMRA

Unit 05: Media Audience
- Influence of media on audience
- Women as consumers of media
- Women’s influence on media contents as media audience

Unit 06: Media as Profession
- Performers and artists
- Models
- In media and production houses
- In newspaper agencies

Suggested Books:


**GENDER, TECHNOLOGY AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP**

**Course Description:**
In today’s world technology plays a vital role in communication, education, politics, and entertainment, to name a few areas. This course will explore the relationship between gender and technology. As such, technology now hugely also contributes to gender roles, expectations, and relations—personally and professionally; this course will critically engage in such debates. Furthermore, this course will also explore how both men and women use and contribute to the field of technology.

**Learning Outcomes:**
After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand the relevance of technology in women’s lives.
- Analyze if men and women access and use technology differently.
- Evaluate contemporary technologies in terms of their gender and class meanings and significance.
- Be able to reflect critically on some of the politically and socially gendered implications of technology.
- Assess technology and emerging patterns of gendered segregated data in terms of choosing technology related
professions, choice of academic subjects, and equal inclusion of men and women in technology-related fields.

- Assess technology and emerging patterns of gendered segregation of work.
- Explore relationship between technology and women’s entrepreneur skills.

Course Contents:

**Unit 01: Exploring Technology**
- What counts as technology?
- Technology definition and types
- Scope and uses

**Unit 02: Technology and Production of Gender**
- The socio-political implications of technology on defining and constructing gender
- Access to technology: who, why, where, and how?
- Technology and politics: personal and professional.

**Unit 03: Technology and Gender: Uses and Abuses**
- How men and women use technology?
- Why men and women use technology as they do?
- Inclusivity vs. Exclusivity

**Unit 04: Technology and Gender: Practical Approaches**
- Technology, gender, and work
- Technology and development
- Technology and infotainment.

**Unit 05: Entrepreneurship**
- Meaning and types
- Women and entrepreneurship: barriers and problems; cultural, educational, technological, structural
- Eradication of barriers for development and environmental sustainability

**Suggested Books:**
ELECTIVE COURSES

GENDER AND EDUCATION

Course Description:

This course examines the ways in which education structures and policies affect women and changes in those structures and policies improve women’s experiences. Topics include overview of education in South Asia and the world, national policies and plans regarding women’s education in Pakistan, gender disparities in education and role of NGOs in promotion of education. Besides this the course highlights the importance of women’s education and discusses the gender disparities at both policy and implementation level. This course suggests the ways in which literacy among women could increase.
Learning Outcomes:

- To nationally and internationally analyze gender biased conditions in current education systems from a gender perspective.
- To analyze gender gaps and disparities in education.
- To identify the causes of low female literacy.
- To see the relationship of low female literacy and placement in the job market.
- To identify the connection between gendered education and health.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Introduction to Education
- Definition and meaning of education?
- Aims of education
- Types of Education
  - formal
  - non-formal
  - informal

2. Unit 02: Overview of Gender and Education
- Origin and Evolution of Women’s Education
- A Conceptual link between Education and Gender

Unit 03: Gender and Education in Pakistan
- Gender Hierarchies in Schools
- Gender and Higher Education
- National Policies and Plans

4. Unit 04: National and International Organizations’ Role and Gender Equality in Education
- The role of UN Agencies
- The role of NGOs and INGOs
- The ways forward

Suggested Books:
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN (VAW)

Course Description:

With the help of theories of violence against women, this course explores the nature, causes, and spread of violence against women and its impact on gender relations. The course develops a holistic understanding of actual violence and threats of violence, encompassing all forms of violence – physical, emotional, and psychological – and critically examines how and why constitutional guarantees and religious assurances have not succeeded in protecting women’s human rights. The course would investigate the diverse connections between poverty, lack of education and ill-health and violence against women. The course, thus, would prepare the students to comprehend the extent and forms of violence against women existing locally and globally. The class discussions, drawing upon students’ experiences and observations
would assist in the exploration of practical measures for eliminating violence against women.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Explore the prevalence, causes and effects of VAW
- Break the cycle of domestic violence by educating on the signs of domestic violence
- Understand the nature of violence against women in Pakistan.
- Assess national and global programmatic and policy responses to violence against women.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Introduction
- Meaning and definition and forms of violence
- Cultural determinants of violence
- Patriarchal parameters of violence.
- International perspective
- Historical and contemporary picture

Unit 02: Theories of violence
- Scale and social dimension of violence against women
- Statistics on VAW
- Evolutionary Psychology, political and Sociological Theories, Political and Sociological Theories
- Harris’s Group Socialization Theory, Organic and Brain Based Data, Antisocial Personality Disorder, Genetics

Unit 03: Women and violence
- A South Asian perspective
- Causes and impacts of violence
- Social acceptance of violence in patriarchal culture

Unit 04: Violence in the context of Pakistan
- Prevalence of VAW in Pakistani society
- An overview of male-dominated patterns of socio-religious paradigms

Unit 05: Role of the State in the protection of human rights abuse in Pakistan.
- Women Rights Acts
Unit 06: Knowledge and information in creating violence against women.
- Role of text books
- Role of electronic and social media
- Role of literature

Unit 07: Forms of Violence Against Women
- Domestic, community and state violence
- Rape, incest, eve teasing, trafficking, prostitution, murder, infanticide, foeticide, marital violence, acid throwing burning
- Violence in police stations, violence in custody
- Violence during armed conflict
- Women IDPs, customs-based violence, state violence
- Harassment at work place – use of language of authority
- Psychological violence causing stress

Unit 08: Issues related to Violence
- Statistics, case studies of domestic violence.
- Honour Killing: issues of virginity and female chastity and male control over female bodies and sexuality, wife beating

Unit 09: Strategies, implications and solutions
- International conferences
- Women’s activism, introduction and teaching of Women and Gender Studies.

Suggested Books:


**PSYCHOLOGY OF MEN AND MASCULINITY**

**Course Description:**

The course explores the biological, sociological, and cultural influences on gender roles of boys and men. It also examines gender role socialization of men and masculinity ideology. The role of male roles and effects of their health and behaviour is also discussed.

**Learning Outcomes:**

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand the masculine side of gender and its significance
- Recognize male roles, male role strains, and gender biases towards men
- Comprehend masculinity ideology and how men adhere to it
• Become familiar with different strategies of stress management and conflict resolution utilized across gender
• Appreciate and understand the issues related to the development of life span of men as sons, brothers, husbands and fathers.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Introduction to Psychology of Men

Unit 02: Developmental Psychology of Men
• Early childhood development of boys
• Physical and psychological development of boys
• Sociocultural development of boys to men.

Unit 03: Adolescence:
• Puberty and mood changes in boys and expectations
• Gender Role Strain paradigm
• Gender Role Conflict Theory

Unit 04: Masculinity Ideology
• Definition, effects on men and their relationships
• Aggression, dominance, Restrictive emotionality, Self-reliance, breadwinner role
• Positive masculinity and its socio cultural gains for all genders particularly women

Unit 05: Fatherhood: social challenges and constraints
• Traditional fatherhood vs motherhood - the primary caretaker debate
• Gender differences in fathering
• Responsible fatherhood
• Positive fathers and their achievements

Unit 06: Men’s mental and physical health
• Psychological help seeking behavior in relation to masculinity paradigm
• Men’s physical health and body image
• The Intersection of Race, Ethnicity, and Masculinities: Progress, Problems, and Prospects
• Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Masculinities
• The concept of androgyny.
Suggested Books:
Wong Y. Joel & Stephen R. Wester. APA Handbook of Men and Masculinities.
Bergin, B. Mark Schoenberg & Garvey (1993). Growing up Male: The Psychology of Masculinity
John M., Robertson, Woodford, Joyce; Lin, Chi-Wei; Danos, Kimberly K.; Hurst, Mark
Wicks, Stephen (1996). Warriors and Wildmen: Men, Masculinity and Gender, Bergin & Garvey.

SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF MASCULINITIES AND FEMININITIES

Course Description:
This course explores the meaning of masculinity and femininity and gendered relationships and aims to develop an awareness of the concept of masculinities and femininities. There is not one version of masculinity but rather multiple masculinities influenced by gender, race, ethnicity, class, nationality, sexuality, disability and subcultures. This course will also explore the approaches to the study of men/masculinities and women/feminities and identify key concepts and issues for in-depth analysis. It will explore how notions of femininity interact and influence masculinity and vice versa. The course is interdisciplinary and will use popular cultural texts, history, creative writing, art, and autobiography to aid our exploration. Masculinity Studies emerged in response to the critical feminist discourses on women, femininity, and gender. This course will be interdisciplinary, drawing from research and writings in sociology literature, psychology, media and feminist theories. It will examine the ways in which interconnected social statuses (i.e. race, class, sexuality, disability, age, etc.) impact social constructions of femininities and masculinities.

Learning Outcomes:
After completing the course, the students will be able to:
• Develop an awareness of masculinity and femininity as gendered.
• Examine various approaches to the cross-cultural study of masculinities and femininities.
• Examine the concept of masculinity and femininity in local, national and international context.
• Make students aware of changing role of gender in certain socio cultural perspective.
• Think critically about our own participation in patterns, practices and institutions that perpetuates gender inequality.
• Make students able to devise strategies to create gender balance and healthy relationship among genders particularly in Pakistan.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:
• Overview of the concept of social construction of Gender, Masculinity and Femininity,
• Gender Socialization and the Construction of Masculinity and Femininity
• Men’s responses to the Women’s Movement
• The Emergence of Masculinity Studies as a discipline

Unit 02:
• The History and Emergence of Feminism, The emergence of Feminist theory

Unit 03:
• The History and Emergence of Masculinity Studies as a discipline, Men’s responses to the Women’s Movement.

Unit 04:
• Masculinity and Male Marginalization, the Male Marginalization Thesis Debates and Its Critiques.

Unit 05:
• Masculinity, Violence, and Power Relations, Masculine Identity, Power and Dominance,
• Hegemonic and subordinate masculinities, Challenging Male Violence

Unit 06:
• Masculinities and Femininities debate in cross-cultural perspective
Suggested Books

CONTEMPORARY SOCIOLOGICAL THEORIES

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to introduce contemporary sociological theories, which represent a set of assumptions concerning society and social phenomenon. These are based on the assumed existence of a social system as an independent entity in contrast to metaphysical or theological phenomenon by explaining the evolution of new system of thought in which metaphysical or theological explanations were replaced. For the students of gender studies program, it is inevitable to understand the role of social structure in the emergence and change in various forms of patriarchy in different societies. By studying different thematic approaches regarding structure and function of society and laws governing changes within these societies, they would be able enough to understand women oppression, subjugation and patriarchy in Pakistani society.

Learning outcomes:
After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand political and intellectual forces currently working in Pakistani society.
- Recognize their role to perform as emancipated individuals in society.
- Enhance analytical abilities to successfully perform tasks involving social and political challenging situations.
• Develop their own strategies regarding emancipation of women in Pakistan.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Evolution of contemporary sociological theories:
• Factors responsible for emergence of modern sociological theories, political forces, intellectual forces, Theory and Process of theorizing; structure of modern theory Perspectives of different theorist and their influence on social life, contribution of women in early sociological theories

Unit 02: The Structure- Functional paradigm:
• Emile Durkheim, Social facts, Division of labor, Collective representation, Suicide and social currents, Typology of society, Talcott Parsons, Social actions, Types of social actions, Meaning of system, Types of system, Typology of society, Analysis of the Structure-Functional Paradigm, Criticism on the Structure-Functional Paradigm

Unit 03: The Conflict Paradigm:
• Karl Marx: Historical materialism, Modes of production, The role of superstructure, Ideologies, Social change; Feudalism, Capitalism, capitalism to Communism, Dahrendorf: conflict of relations with authority and position, base of society on formation of groups like superior and subordinate, Antonio Gramsic: new Marxist, Analysis of the Conflict Paradigm, Criticism on the Conflict Paradigm

Unit 04: The Behaviorist paradigm:
• Max Weber: Social action theory, Types of action, Types of inequality, Types of power, Ideal types and sociological theorizing, Religion, capitalism and rationalization, George Simmel:, Social process, Social conflict, Socialization, Charles H. Cooley: The relationship between individual and society

Unit 05: Modernism/Post modernization paradigm:
• From modernity to post modernity, Social life in the twenty-first century, Anthony Giddens: agency and structure in modern era, Identity in post modernity, Michel Foucault: Discourse theory, Body centeredness and medicalization of modern life, Discursive resistance.
Suggested Books


GENDER, PEACE, SECURITY, AND CONFLICT

Course Description:

The aim of this course is to determine whether peace, security and conflict are gendered. The course will also look at the evolution of conflict and its modus operandi over the years. Furthermore, the course will also analyze if gender relations change as a result of conflict and whether peace and security are intertwined. Using the UN Security Council Resolution 1325 the course will also look at the role of women in peace negotiations, peace building and rehabilitation processes.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand what is peace, security, and conflict.
- Analyze if conflict is gendered.
- See how conflict affects men and women differently.
- Analyze if peace always ensures security.
- Decide whether women should be part of the peace building processes.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Conflict
- Definition and types of conflict
- Evolution of conflict
- Conflict: nature or nurture

Unit 02: Peace and Security
- What is peace? What is security?
- Are peace and security intertwined?
Unit 03: The Gender Question
- Impact of conflict on gender
- Gender relations as a result of conflict

Unit 04: Women, Conflict and Peace building Processes
- Women’s role in peace building
- UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace, and Security

Suggested Books:
UN Resolution 1325 (2000): The Text

GENDER AND DISCOURSE

Course Description:

The aim of this course is to understand the nexus between gender, discourse, and power by looking at various methods to analyze everyday conversations, texts, and discourses. In this course it will be examined that how language becomes a medium of contestation and negotiation for gender dynamics, identity construction, and cultural mediation. For example, “who says what?” or “who is validated to say what?” and “why?” At the end of this course the students will be expected to analyze everyday conversations, various discourses, literary, and media texts.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Be able to “read” texts beyond what appears to the eye.
- Understand what is sexist language and if there is a need for gender neutral language.
- Analyze if men and women really speak differently.
- Be able to analyze how and why language becomes the field for contesting and negotiating power—or not.
- Critically evaluate how language creates and re-creates gender identities.

Course Contents;

Unit 01: Discourse
- What is discourse?
- The difference between Discourse Analysis and Critical Discourse Analysis

Unit 02: Ideology and Power
- The role of ideology in language
- Meaning of power and power dynamics
Unit 03: Men and Women in Conversation
- The Genderlect Theory
- Do men and women speak differently?

Unit 04: Contested and Negotiable Meanings
- Proverbs
- Humour
- Silences
- Names

Suggested Books:

**GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN PAKISTAN**

Course Description:

Pakistan is one of those countries where economic and social progress is hindered by underutilisation of human resources. This course critically assesses causes and factors that have hindered the pace of development in Pakistan. We would assess the role of internal actors (the government and the non-government agencies) and the role of external actors (international bodies and donor agencies) in setting the agenda for development planning and in selecting the techniques and strategies for implementing the plans. Students will be encouraged to look at Pakistan’s current situation in the backdrop of its colonial past and in the context of its fragile democratic institutions struggling under patriarchal and feudal social setup. The course, thus, would critically examine development paradigms and the category of woman and gender as central to development planning in Pakistan.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Provide theoretical, empirical, and methodological understanding of development planning.
- Recognise women’s right to identify their own needs and their families’ unmet needs for future development planning.
- Help students learn how to create a model development planning in the context of their needs and the needs of their communities.

Course Contents:

**Unit 01: Need for development planning**
- Theories of Gender planning, gender sensitive indicators of development planning.

**Unit 02: An overview of development planning in Pakistan**
- Development plans for rural and urban sector.
Unit 03:
- Needs of migrant workers and in-country migrants

Unit 04:
- Role of NGOs and CBOs in highlighting concerns of all genders for better planning.
- Role and impact of international bodies and NGOs in Pakistan's development planning.

Unit 05:
- Critical analysis of Special Schemes for gender and development in Pakistan.

Unit 06:
- Gender sensitive project planning, designing, budgeting and evaluation.

Unit 07:
- New directions in the study of gender development planning

Suggested Books:
Shahwar, Juniad. 1991. The role of women in development: A perspective. Rawalpindi:
GENDER & LITERATURE

Course Description:

The concept of identity and self-knowledge has been central to many literatures throughout the ages, from mythical tales of the quest to contemporary coming-of-age romances. From psychological and philosophical points of view, we will explore – through readings, writings, and discussions – the idea of Otherness, how this idea helps in defining and rationalizing the questions of what it means to be a woman in the world of today – in/out of cultural contexts. Does the component of woman and gender have a meaningful and balanced representation in prose and poetry? Has literature been able to sensitize the society on the complexity of gender relations? Does self-consciousness of a woman always mean radical feminism; is man always responsible for the dismal condition of woman? Finally, through this course, the students would attempt to understand whether literature mirrors the mores and ways of life of its creators and of their times or it sets new directions by presenting a fresh vision.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Analyse the basic terms and concepts central To assess how social attitudes have shaped perceptions of women in literature and women’s self-perceptions.
- Read critically, logically, and analytically women/gender elements presented in a text.
- Analyse how women writers have depicted women’s experiences in order to challenge patriarchal discourse.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Why we study women, gender, and literature?

Unit 02:
- Overview of women writers and presentation of women and gender in literature: A case of West and of the subcontinent.
Unit 03:
- Depiction of gender roles in literature

Unit 04: Literature in Regional Languages:
- Poetry
- Short Story
- Novel/biography/autobiography

Suggested Books:
Pritchett, Frances W. 1992. ‘Women, Death, and Fate, Sexual Politics in the Dastan-e-
Riaz, Fahmida. *Four walls and a black veil.* Karachi: OUP. 

**WOMEN, SPORTS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION**

**Course Description:**

This course offers an investigation into structural and ideological issues that pertain to women’s involvement in sports and physical activities. This interdisciplinary course explores the relationships between health and gender under political, biological, economic, cultural and/or socially constructed influences. We will conduct a comprehensive overview of international health literature in public health, feminist cultural studies, sociology, anthropology, medicine, and popular literature. Topics include the issues concerning the body, media representations, social construction of gender/sex, feminist critiques of biomedicine, inscription of gender onto the body, gender inequities and difference in health epidemiology around the globe, gender differences in and through sports and physical education, gendered approaches and practices in healing, and others.

Students in the Physical Education program learn how to communicate to students of varying ages, abilities and backgrounds the intellectual, physiological and biomechanical concepts of physical activity. The Physical Education curriculum emphasizes the importance of understanding the role of family, community, and school in a student’s educational experience, and of psychological and sociological factors that can influence learning.

**Learning Outcomes:**

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Develop into successful, professional educators and contributing community members.
- Analyses the individual women health fitness, resulting in a prescribed program to develop optimal levels of physical fitness, including aerobic fitness, strength, muscular endurance, flexibility, body composition, and lifetime sports considerations.
Analyses the psychological aspects as they influence performance in sport and physical activity

Course Outline:

Unit 01:
- Physical Education Activities in the Elementary School: Objectives of physical education for the elementary school girl child with applications of choice of activities, organization of programme, theory, and practices.
- Personal Physical Fitness: Study the relationship between vigorous physical activity and individual wellbeing. Emphasis will be placed on an individualized analysis of women health fitness, resulting in a prescribed programme to develop optimal levels of physical fitness, including aerobic fitness, strength, muscular endurance, flexibility, body composition, and lifetime sports considerations.

Unit 02:
- Psychological Aspects of Sports and Physical Education.
- Prerequisites: Psychology. To study the following aspects of psychology as they influence performance in sport and physical activity: learning, retention, transfer, practice, feedback, motivation, anxiety, perception, motor control, social facilitation, cohesion, leadership, and reinforcement.

Unit 03:
- Socio-cultural aspects of Physical Education and Sports. A Study of the theoretical, methodological, experimental, and applied foundations of sport and physical activity programs in society.
- Applied issues included cultural, political, economical, legal, and educational aspects of sport and physical activity programmes related to women.

Unit 04:
- Historical and Philosophical Foundations of Physical Education and Sport. A study of the history of physical education and sport programmes, philosophical influences and issues related to the programs and applications of the knowledge base to current programmes.

Unit 05:
- Human Anatomy and Physiology: Study the basic aspects of human anatomy and physiology and their relationship to concepts in sport and physical activity.
Unit 06:
- Physiology of Human Exercise.
- Study the physiological effects of human exercise, training, and sport activities upon the women body; understanding and evaluation of physical fitness components, with consideration given also to areas including work, fatigue, nutrition, age, sex, and environment.

Unit 07:
- Nutrition for Women Performance: Study the women nutrition and its relationship to women performance. Consideration is given to nutrients—function, food source, health concerns and implications, and energy intake and expenditure. Special consideration is given to the following: body composition including weight gain and loss, competitive athletes, older adults, children and teens, pregnant women, disease risk, fluid and electrolyte balance, and specific sport activities.

Suggested Books:
Chandler, Tim, Timothy, John, Chandler, Lindsay (2002) *Sport and Education the Concepts*, Routledge, NY, USA.
ECONOMIC, POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF WOMEN’S LIVES

Course Description:

This course offers the holistic and multidimensional aspects of women’s lives. Its major concerns are the issues related to the economic development and position of women in the global economy. It also analyses the political troubles and struggle for their rights and also offer
the information about social characteristics and features of social institution, role of women in building up of social organizations and traditions and their responsibilities.

Course examines the historical and contemporary issues surrounding the diversity of women Gender, race, socio-economic class and sexuality are presented as central theoretical concepts and as conditions of experience that affect all women and men, as well as being primary categories of social relations for us all.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand the basic social institutions and images of women as social constructor.
- Understand the contemporary trends towards political and economical development.
- Understand the various aspects of women's lives and how women react in the social movements around the world.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Women, Gender, and Global Development

Unit 02:
- Women's roles and concerns in socio-economic and political development processes.
- Positive and negative effects of colonization, post-colonial modernization, democratization, and capitalist and socialist development strategies on women.

Unit 03:
- Women, Social Institutions and Social Change: Twentieth-century trends in such institutions as the family, law, medicine, education, the economy, and politics.
- Major issues and social problems related to women through an interdisciplinary analysis of social institutions and movements for social change as they affect women.

Unit 04:
- Women's Work, Women's Lives 1800 to the Present.
- The social experience and cultural meaning of women's work in the first world and third world.
Unit 05:
- Self Identity and Social Change: Interdisciplinary readings in law, journalism, public policy, history, and self reflective literature.

Unit 06:
- Women and Politics. Changing political roles, status, attitudes, and behaviors of women in contemporary society and of the political implications of changing female/male relationships.

Unit 07:
- Women, Work, and the Family
- Gender, Poverty and Family Survival: Cross cultural perspectives. Women’s poverty and development.

Suggested Books:
Harish (1991) Economic Development and Role of Indian Women, Commonwealth Publisher, Delhi, India.

Ingenta, Connect, Pro, Quest, Bell & Howell (1998) The Journal of Development Studies, University of Michigan, USA.
This course examines how art reflects the current images of society and how art can present a vision for the future. Drawing upon feminist theories of aesthetics, this course acknowledges that art includes all forms of art—literature, film, architecture, music, theatre, and the visual arts. This course addresses socio-cultural factors influencing roles of women and men in arts, culture, and society. This course, however, has limited itself to the study of visual arts, crafts, and stage performances. We would consider how gender is relevant to the creation of art as it represents social structures. It would help to think about forms and representations of masculinity and femininity from the perspective of ‘male gaze’ and ‘female gaze’ in sacred and secular categories of art.
Course Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Explore social, political, aesthetic, and economic factors that influence art and the artists.
- Gain insight of how gender and art relate.
- Develop a gendered perspective of art for the artist, the viewer, and the art critic.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Art, women and gender: social and cultural perspectives.

Unit 02:
- The production of art: the reception of art.

Unit 03:
- Perception, portrayal, and presentation of gender, sexual imagery, and female sensibility.

Unit 04:
- Gendered classification of art- art on canvass, art on textiles; wall decorations and needlework; stage performances and art of puppetry; the art of pottery and the art of ceramics.

Unit 05:
- Folk art and gender.

Unit 06:
- Folk theatre- its social and cultural frame.

Unit 07:
- Selected case studies of women painters, performing artists, and craftswomen.

Suggested Books:


Smith, Dan & Skjelsbaek, Inger (2001) *Gender, peace and conflict*, International Peace Research Institute, USA.


RESEARCH PROJECT / THESIS

The graduating students of B. S (4 years) are required to submit a duly supervised research project/report based on Feminist research methods in their fourth/final year. Research carries six credits in two courses spread over the two semesters of the fourth/final year of B. S. The purpose of making the students go through the exercise of conducting a gender-orientated research and submitting a research report on a topic of his/her choice.

Standardized Template for MS Programme

Proposed Courses for MS Programme

First Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Credit Hrs.</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Emerging Trends in Gender Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Advance Feminist Theories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Research Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Optional 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Credit Hrs.</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Feminist Research: Issues and Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Computer Concepts and Application in Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gender, Religion and Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Optional 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Third Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Credit Hrs.</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Thesis / Optional 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Lieu of Thesis one optional course of 3 credit hours for MS degree without Thesis
Curriculum for MS in Gender Studies

MS DEGREE PROGRAMME

Compulsory Courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>COURSE TITLE</th>
<th>CREDIT HOURS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>First Semester:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Emerging trends in Gender Studies</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Advance Feminist Theories</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Research Methods</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Optional 1</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Second Semester: Compulsory Courses</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Feminist Research: Issues and Challenges</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Computer concepts and application in research</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Gender, religion and society</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Optional 2</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Third and Fourth Semester</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total credit hour</strong></td>
<td><strong>30</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fourth Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Credit Hrs.</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Thesis / Optional 4</td>
<td>In Lieu of Thesis one optional course of 3 credit hours for MS degree without Thesis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EMERGING TRENDS IN GENDER STUDIES

Course Description:

This course is designed as an introduction to the interdisciplinary field of Gender Studies, an academic area of study focused on the ways that sex and gender manifest themselves in social, cultural, and political contexts. The primary goal of this course is to familiarize students with key issues, questions, and debates in Gender Studies, both historical and contemporary. Students will become acquainted with many of the critical questions and concepts feminist scholars have developed as
tools for thinking about gendered experience. In addition, the students will also study the interconnections among systems of oppression (such as sexism, racism, classism, ethnocentrism, homophobia/heterosexism, and others). This course features thorough lecture notes, presentations, seminars, assignments, guest lectures, and a diverse collection of related resources.

Learning Outcomes:

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

- Define and utilize basic terms and concepts central to gender studies, including sex, gender, feminism, patriarchy, and oppression.
- Identify and explain how socially constructed categories of gender, race, class, and sexual identity function together to formulate systems of oppression that shape men and women’s lives.
- Recognize and understand a variety of methods of studying gender as a social institution
- Learn how to apply concepts and theories of gender studies to their own individual life experiences.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Waves of feminism
- First Wave Feminism
- Second Wave Feminism
- Third Wave Feminism

Unit 02:
- Liberal Feminism
- Marxist Feminism
- Radical Feminism
- Psychoanalytical Feminism
- Socialist Feminism

Unit 03:
- Feminists across the World: Black Feminism, Muslim Feminism, Latin American and South Asian thoughts, African women and feminism

Suggested Books:
Andersen, Margaret (2005) *Thinking About Women: Sociological Perspective on Sex And Gender*, Allyn & Bacon, NY, USA.
Jayawardene, K (1980) *Feminism And Nationalism in The Third World*, Kali for women, New Delhi, India.
Renzetti, Claire M., Curran, Daniel J. (2002). *Women, Men and Society*, Prentice Hall, NY, USA.

**Journals**

Pakistan Journal of Women’s Studies”Alam-e-Niswan”, Karachi.
Pakistan Journal of Gender Studies, Centre of Excellence for Women’s Studies, University of Karachi.

**Compulsory**

**Credit Hours 3**

**ADVANCED FEMINIST THEORIES**

**Course Description:**

In this course the focus will be to investigate contemporary feminist thought start from Simone de Beauvoir’s *The Second Sex* (1949), then the past sixty-eight plus years to the present for feminist theorizing and feminist political discourse. Discussion revolve around the key issues in feminist theory such as the sex/gender debate, the body and power, the political economy of gender, and the construction of masculinity among others.

This course aims also to think through the ways in which these issues intersect with race, class, colonialism and the nation. We will discuss why we study “theory” and explore the relation between feminist theory and political practice.
Learning Outcomes:

At the end of the course, the students will be able to:
- Understand feminist perspective through different contexts
- Apply different feminist lens in real life situations
- Share experiences of marginalized section of society through research projects.

Unit 01: Introduction
- What is feminism? What is theory?
- The category of analysis: the sex gender debate
- Being a women/ becoming a woman
- The second sex

Unit 02: Performing Gender
- The gender as performance
- Between man and a woman
- Desiring men and desiring women
- Men and masculinity
- Query theory

Unit 03: Body and Power
- The bodies of condemn
- The bodies and power
- The politics of bodies

Unit 04: Feminism and Marxism
- Marx and feminism
- The gender division of labor
- The political economy of gender
- Theorizing women labour

Unit 05: Post colonial theory and Feminism
- Race as a category of analysis
- Race, nationalism and gender
- Women and nation

Suggested Books:


Judith Butler (1986). "Sex and Gender in Simone de Beauvoir's Second Sex"

Yale French Studies No. 72, Simone de Beauvoir: Witness to a Century, pp. 35-49.


Michel Foucault (1990). We „Other Victorians”” History of Sexuality: Vol. 1, Vintage; pp. 1-14


246-257 J.M. Coetzee, Disgrace, Chapters 7-20


Heidi Hartmann, “The Unhappy Marriage of Marxism and Feminism” Feminist Theory Reader: Local and Global Perspectives


Compulsory
Credit hours 3

RESEARCH METHODS

Course Description:

The focus of this course is to study the connection between the process of creating both a body of academic knowledge in gender studies and field practices to build skills for analysis, interpretation, and creation of academic proposals from fieldwork. Students can choose to conduct research, working with social activist groups or movements in one area, or do an internship in an organization concerned with gender issues, in either Pakistan or another country, in a fixed period under the supervision of an adviser and/or resource person in the chosen organization. This course is based on research methodology and its practical side. It consists of fundamentals of research designs, Research Methods for Social Sciences, Plagiarism, Why and Where to Publish, Research Ethics, Report Writing, Data Collection and Data Analysis, Research Design, Using Online Resources for Research, Sharing and discussing Case Studies, Action Research, Introduction to Documenting Research and Using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) in Research.

Learning Outcomes:

The aim of this course is to give students an understanding of the basic principles, conduct, and analysis of in-depth interviewing of individuals, and groups. It is intended to provide research students with an appreciation of various computer packages for qualitative analysis through introduction courses and hands-on training in the use of these tools. The practicum will give students hands on experience of different techniques including software packages for the analysis of texts. The course is designed to enable students critically evaluate empirical research, to understand the strengths and weaknesses of different methods and designs and to provide a foundation for research projects/dissertations.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Introduction: research as a social inquiry
- Fundamentals of research design
- Sampling
- The pragmatics of research: management, ethics, and dissemination
Unit 02: Qualitative and quantitative social research

- Interview
- Observation
- Ethnography and participant observation
- Grounded theory
- Phenomenology
- Ethnography
- Content analysis
- Discourse analysis
- Case study
- Image analysis
- Experimentation and causality
- Surveys

Unit 03: Three

- Data sources: quantitative data sets, qualitative and internet
- Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)
- Computer Packages for Qualitative Analysis (Nvivo)

Unit 04:

- Quantitative Analysis
  
The generalized linear model: sampling distributions; one and two sample tests for means and proportions; correlation and the least squares regression model with one or more predictor variables. Applied multivariate analysis: cluster analysis, multi-dimensional scaling, principal components analysis, factor analysis and latent variable models.

- Qualitative Analysis
  
  Thematic analysis, discourse analysis, content analysis
  Developing and applying a theoretical framework for both quantitative and qualitative analysis

Unit 05:

- Writing thesis
- Division of chapters and sub-headings
- Documentation of sources and citation of references
- Preparing a bibliography

Suggested Books:
algina, j. & olejnik, s. (2000) determining sample size for accurate estimation of the squared multiple correlation coefficient, multivariate behavioral research.


Compulsory
Credit Hours 3

FEMINIST RESEARCH: ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

Course Description:

The main objective of this course is to familiarize the students how interdisciplinary Gender Studies perspectives as informed by feminist scholarship shapes new research techniques that emerge as change-makers in society. The course raises different questions in order to get answers to: a) what is feminism and what does it tell us about women’s lives and experiences? b) how knowledge is constructed and deployed for the purpose of either maintaining power balance in a society or to act as social catalyst? c) how does feminist scholarship and feminist research challenge the ‘norms’ and ‘practices’ of civil societies? Thus, the main aim of this course is to create an understanding between the theory of Feminism(s) and action. The course will also examine a variety of issues and arguments that exist within feminist scholarship worldwide and will assess their meanings and applicability in the context of Pakistan.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Examine the relationship between the researcher and the researched
- Develop, examine, critically analyze and apply theoretical framework
- Provide a forum for the expression of their own understanding and perception of gender and power structures so that strategies to be used beyond academia can be devised
Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Definition and historical background: What is Feminist research and how it differs from other social science researches. What is the need for feminist research?

Unit 02:
- Major issues in conducting research about women: availability of limited research about women, reliability of data about women, and male-orientation of research-based knowledge.

Unit 03:
- Research methods: qualitative and quantitative methods with the focus on reflexivity, critical analytical thinking, feminist pedagogy, interviews, oral history, ethnography, case study, autobiography, action research, participatory research, focus group.

Unit 04:
- Research process: problem identification, conceptualization, research design, data collection, data analysis, report writing, connection of research, real life situation and research application.

Unit 05:
- Use of library information technology in Research: Information sources, Bibliographic sources, Reference and documentation sources, Type of bibliography, Footnoting and end noting, Use of internet sources.

Suggested Books:


Centre of South Asian studies.


Silvia Federici (2012). Revolution at point zero: housework, reproduction, and feminist struggle. PM Press; Brooklyn, NY.
(2nd Ed.) Boulder, CO: Westview.
COMPUTER CONCEPTS AND APPLICATION IN RESEARCH

Course Description:

This course is designed for the researchers in the field of social sciences. This course will deliver the knowledge about fundamental of computers including hardware, software and internet. In order to improve their understanding of the power and versatility of the computer and the benefits of its use in their research, but also its limitations and potential disadvantages. The main focus of this course is to introduce the use of internet for knowledge searching, training on software packages for social science researcher, use of office automation tools for organizing research, formatting research documents, referencing systems, and preparation of multimedia presentations for conferences.

Learning Outcomes:

Support research candidates to:

- Confidence in the use of computing,
- Understanding and training of computer applications for social sciences,
- Management of research with computer applications,
- Develop the ability to organize analyzed data using computer software

Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Fundamentals of computers, information and communication technology

Unit 02:
- Types of Software and their applications

Unit 03:
- Microsoft office tools and their application in research

Unit 04:
- Use of Internet for knowledge searching
Unit 05:
- Application software for referencing and research management

Unit 06:
- Availability and Security of research data

Suggested Books:
https://www.refworks.com/refworks2/help/Exporting_from_Data_Services_and_Importing_into_RefWorks.htm
theaction=61&sid=47850
Source: University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas
Date: 2000-10-10 Collecting Research Data On Computer Wave of Future, UT
Southwestern Researchers Report inJama
Compulsory
Credit Hours 3

GENDER, RELIGION AND SOCIETY

Course Description:

In this course we will comprehend the following questions: What is the relationship between religion and society? Does religion reinforce racism, sexism and classism, or does it help break down discrimination? This course will provide a broad introduction to the study of religion as a social phenomenon. The students will be asked to examine religion as an outsider perspective from insider by exploring its connection to other aspects of cultural, economic and political life while the focus will largely be in the gender and religion in our own context.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Develop familiarity with the sociological approaches to the study of religion
- Develop understanding about the relationship(s) between religion and gender inequality and discrimination
- Explore ways in which religion intersects with ethnic, racial and gender identities
- Analyze the relationship between religion and human evolution across societies

Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Religion as a Social Phenomenon
- Introduction to course and each other
- Religion and Spirituality
- The Sacred and Profane

Unit 02:
- Sociological Definitions of Religion
- The Elementary Forms of Religious Life
- Religion as a Cultural System
- Religion in South Asia.
Unit 03:
- Institutionalization of religion
- Domination and Stratification
- The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism
- Socioeconomic Inequality in the South Asian Religious System

Unit 04:
- Religion and Gender
- Gendering Secularization Theory
- Islam and Woman: Where Tradition Meets Modernity
- The Embodied Goddess
- After the Death of God the Father
- Beneath the Status Characteristic: Gender Variations in Religiousness
- Gendered Leadership in religions and clergy

Unit 05:
- Religion and Sexuality
- Culture Wars: The Challenge of Homosexuality
- Talking about Homosexuality
- Dare to Differ
- The embodiment

Suggested readings:
Jeri Althea Sechzer (2005). Islam and woman: where tradition meets modernity: history and interpretations of Islamic women’s status

Optional
Credit Hours 3

SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF MASCULINITIES

Course Description:

In this course we will examine the social construction of masculinity in non-Western cultures, focusing primarily on Muslim countries, but also briefly examining masculinity in the Western societies. This course will explore men’s experience in our society from multiple vantage points and examine the various ways in which masculinity is understood, represented, and constructed in society. We will explore some of the extensive literature that has been published since the 1970s in the fields of Men's Studies, Masculinities, and Sociology of Gender. Men's Studies first emerged as a field of academic inquiry in the 1970s and 1980s in response to the development of Women’s Studies and the theoretical work on gender explored by feminist theorists. Early Men's Studies scholars adopted feminist theoretical models on gender to explore the ways in which masculinity is constructed in society in order to examine diverse issues, including male privilege in patriarchal societies, the link between men and violence in society and the concept of multiple
masculinities, which are not all on equal footing. The major themes that will be explored in the course are: the “social construction” of gender; gender role stereotypes; men, privilege, and power; men and violence; men's health, men in the working world and in family life; the socialization of boys; and the concept of hegemonic (normative) versus marginalized masculinities.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Introduce students to the study of men and masculinities.
- Develop an awareness of masculinity and femininity as gendered.
- Examine various approaches to the cross-cultural study of men and masculinities.
- Examine the concept of masculinity/masculinities in the national/local context.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: The History and Emergence of Masculinity Studies
- Introduction to the course
- History of Masculinity
- Men’s responses to the Women’s Movement
- The Emergence of Masculinity Studies as a discipline
- Masculinity politics, myths and boys schooling
- Hegemonic Masculinity: Rethinking the concept

Unit 02: Masculinity and Femininity: A Social Construction?
- Overview of the concept of Gender
- Gender Socialization and the construction of masculinity and femininity
- Key concepts in the study of masculinity
- A very straight gay: Masculinity, homosexual experience, and the dynamics of gender
- Masculinities in cross-cultural perspective
- The crisis of masculinity (essentialist, psychosocial and social constructionist perspectives)

Unit 03: Types of Masculinities
- Hirearchic masculinity
- Hegemonic masculinity
- Subordinate masculinities
Unit 04: Subverting Masculinities
- Understanding sex/gender Diversity
- Homophobia and the policing of masculinity
- Understanding Heteronormativity

Unit 05: Masculinity, Sexuality, Intimacy, Violence and Power Relations
- Sexuality and Masculine Identity, Power and Control
- Sexuality, Power and Control
- Masculinity, Love and Intimacy
- Men and relationship with women
- Men and friendships
- Challenging Male Violence
- Men and sports
- Men and health

Unit 06:
- Islamic masculinities: an introduction
- Modern Muslim’s views of sexuality
- Gender, power and social change in Morocco
- Understanding gender based violence within the family
- Preventing sexual assault through engaging men
- On being homosexual and Muslim: conflicts and challenges
- Male Infertility and patriarchal paradoxes in Egypt

Unit 07: Masculinity and Work & Labour
- The meaning of work in men’s lives
- Work and Masculine Identity
- Men and Professions
- The Family Wage and the Male Breadwinner concept
- The sexual division of labour at workplace
- Men and Labour

Unit 08: Masculinity and Male Marginalization
- The Male Marginalization Thesis
- Debates and Critiques of the Male Marginalization Thesis

Suggested Books
Bowleg, L., Teti, M., Massie, J. S., Patel, A., Malebranche, D. J., & Tschann, J. M. (2011). "What Does it Take to be a Man? What is a Real Man?: Ideologies of masculinity and HIV sexual risk


Wijngaarden, Jan Willem de Lind van & Rani, Bushra. (2011). Male Adolescent
GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT IN PAKISTAN

Course Description:

Gender and Development course has been designed to develop an understanding, with a feminist perspective, of the nature and importance of gender roles and gender relations and approaches in development processes. This course seeks to examine how the concept of development has been extended from only economic aspect to enlarged one including social, environmental, political, sustainable and gender perspectives. It explores the theoretical bases and analyzes the practical implementation of development strategies in global and local context. It examines the role of International and National organizations and implementation of international agreements related to gender and development. It moves on to examine critically the effects of various development policies on men and women. It also focuses on women’s roles in the development process and lays emphasis on the need of recognizing women’s participation as actors and not as beneficiaries alone.

Learning Outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand the process of development from a gender perspective
- Understand the implications of development projects for both men and women
- Identify problems and critical issues obstructing women’s development
- Comprehend Gender and Development from regional perspectives
- Develop a holistic understanding of development including the issues of health, economic and knowledge and information

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Introduction:
- Concept and Definition of Development
- Gender Dynamics and Development
- Aspects of Gender Inequality
- Measuring Gender Differences
- Gender-disaggregated vs. gender-sensitive indicators
- Household versus individual indicators
- UNDPs gender-related indices

Unit 02: Gender Roles, Relations and Development
- Gender-based Division and Valuation of Labour
- Gender equality and equity, and gender empowerment.
- Gender mainstreaming strategy

Unit 03: Theories of development
- Gender and Development theories
- Welfare, basic need, empowerment, equality, anti-poverty and empowerment
- Conceptualizing power and gender in development studies
- Modernization, Dependency, and World Systems
- How women emerge in development theories as a category in development

Unit 04: Gender and Development: Regional and South Asian perspectives
- Gender differences across the developing world: An overview
- Regional differences in gender inequality
- Third World, Development, Empowerment, Patriarchy, Globalization

Unit 05: Women and Development
- Women, Family, Sustenance and Power
- Traditional status of women and larger social implications
- Women and Empowerment: Concept and Tools of empowerment
- Women’s role in sustenance of family

Unit 06: Gender Inequality in Labour Force Participation
- Causes and consequences of gender gaps in employment
- Gender gaps in pay
- Feminization of the Labour Force
- Valuing Women’s Work
- Market and non-market production
- Biases in income accounting
- Approaches to measuring non-market work

Unit 07: Gender Inequality, Health and Mortality
- Differences in health needs by gender
• Differences in health access and use by gender
• Analysing differences in health outcomes by gender
• The missing women problem
• Causes of gender bias in mortality
• Explaining trends and differentials in gender bias in mortality

Unit 08: Development and the Role of Development Organizations
• Women’s growing political engagement and activism
• United Nations and Women Conferences, Gender Reform Action Plan (GRAP), Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
• The role of NGOs, National and International Agencies, Community level organizations (CBOs).
• Role of Development programs: IMF; World Bank
• Reports on progress on implementing CEDAW in South Asia and Pakistan.
• Development Planning in Pakistan and Gender Component; Five Years Plans, Social Action plan, Agriculture and Industrial Sector.

Suggested Books:
Development for Policy Makers and Practitioners, DFID, Social Development Division, London, UK.


**Journals:**

Development Society for International Development, Australia.

Gender Technology and Development, Sage Publications, New Delhi, India.

Pakistan Development Review (PDR), PIDE, Islamabad, Pakistan.
Optional
Credit Hours 3

AN INTRODUCTION TO GENDER, SEXUALITY AND SOCIETY

Course Description:

This course will introduce students to key concepts and perspectives in Gender Studies through a focus on sexuality and gender. The course covers a wide range of topics such as classical and contemporary theories of gender and sexuality, how gender and sexuality are constructed, how issues such as work/family are gendered, and how gender intersects with other social identities such as class, ethnicity, religion, age and political affiliation. Functioning as a woman or a man, with particular sexual orientations, holds comparable significance. Thus, gender, sexuality and society is devoted to enhance our understanding of the differences among groups of women and groups of men, as well as between women and men.

It aims to examine the social and cultural imperatives that shape gendered identities and sexual relationships. It also comprehends to learn how mass media and other popular representations play an important role in defining gender and sexuality. It will enable students to gain a greater sense of the diversity of human social practices and beliefs in context of Pakistani society and compare those practices and beliefs with other cultures and societies. Ultimately, the course grapples with the issues surrounding the social construction of gender and sexuality over time and across cultures and place.

Learning Outcomes:

The primary objective of this course is to develop an understanding of the social construction of gender and sexuality in contemporary society. As a basis for this, historical perspectives will also be covered. The focus of this course will be on denaturalizing gender, sexuality and desire. It also aims to understand the ways in which heterosexual and homosexual ties are created and sustained by the gendered division of labour and patriarchal social organization.
Course Contents:

Unit 01: An Introduction to Gender, Sexuality and Society
- Key concepts and Sociological Perspectives in gender and sexuality
- Feminist Perspectives on Sex and Gender
- Is sex to gender as nature is to nurture?
- Cultural Acquisition of Gender as Learned Behaviour

Unit 02: Gender as a Social Institution
- Gender differences and gender inequality in society
- Arranged marriages and inheritance in agricultural and rural societies
- Social reproduction: reproducing formal and informal class relations
- Women in the global economy
- Gender, work and professionalization
- Gender and agency
- Tradition, construction and beliefs
- Gender construction and cultural representation

Unit 03: Gender and Sexuality as Identity
- The invention of sexuality-based identities
- Gender creation from birth to adolescence
- Other genders/sexualities
- Do western sexual identities travel?
- Sexism, racism and violence

Unit 04: Reproductive Politics and Gendered Citizenship
- De-essentializing sex/gender/kinship
- Fatal images and abortion debates
- Women’s self perception: Women’s role as perpetuator and custodian of tradition
- Nationalism, reproductive politics and gender
- Making modern mothers

Unit 05: The Role of Media in Construction of Gender and Sexuality
- Cultural representations of gender: print media (newspapers, magazines, digests), electronic media (television, film, radio, internet), art, performing arts (dance, theatre), literature (women writers of Pakistan and literature about women), poetry (female poets of Pakistan, women representation in poetry)
- Popular culture: hoardings, truck art, calendar art, pinup posters
Suggested Books:
Agnes, F (1999) Law and Gender Inequality: The Politics of Women’s Rights in India, Oxford Press, Delhi, India.
Chakrabarty, Dipesh (2002) Habitation of Modernity, Permanent Black, New Delhi, India.


Optional
Credit Hours 3

**ANTHROPOLOGY OF GENDER**

**Course Description:**

This course examines gender and gender issues from an anthropological perspective. An anthropological approach to gender seeks to demonstrate the role of culture and society in shaping specific gender differences and the ways these gender differences in turn affect the culture and social organization of societies around the world. The aim of this course is to anthropologically engage in analyzing the contemporary gendered concerns of today and yesterday. In order to do so, the course looks into cultural, political, legal, educational, economic, religious and linguistic issues that define socio-cultural structures and the gendered agency that the members have or not within those structures. Furthermore, this course will look into the fundamental inequality between men and women that has existed since time immemorial. As such, it will examine the nuances of gender construction, expectations, and subversions.

**Learning Outcomes**

- To understand what is anthropology and how anthropological approach is applied to gender issues.
- To explore what is meant by culture and sub-cultures in understanding gender.
- To critically evaluate how culture(s) creates and re-creates gender identities.
• To examine the effect of intersectionality on all genders.
• To analyze the nuances of gender construction, expectations, and subversions.

Course outline:

Unit 01: What is Anthropology?
• Definition(s)
• Sub-fields of Anthropology

Unit 02: Biology, Culture, and the Production of Gender

What is Culture?
• Is Female to Male as Nature is to Culture?
• Gender order, stratification, and socialization
• Problematizing Gender

Unit 03: Gender and Sexuality
• Learning and Unlearning Gender
• Femininities: expected and subversive practices
• Hegemonic and subordinate Masculinities: expected and subversive practices
• Performing Gender

Unit 04: Aging, Gender and the Body
• Social and Cultural Context of Aging
• Sexuality and Aging
• Technology and Aging
• Media and Literary Portrayal of the Aged

Unit 05: Anthropology & Globalization
• Universalism vs. Cultural Relativism
• The Transnationalization of labor
• Global Industry of Sex Trade & Tourism
• Territorialization through Media, Food, & Fashion Industry

Unit 06: Researching Gender: Writing Ethnographies
• Experiences from the Field: Positionality and Reflexivity
• Questioning Native-ness
• The Local Turn in Anthropology of Gender
• Blurring Disciplinary Boundaries
Suggested Books:


Optional
Credit Hours 3

WOMEN AND CULTURAL REPRESENTATION:
PERSPECTIVES FROM SOUTH ASIA AND PAKISTAN

Course Description:

This course explores visual and textual culture and offers ways to learn about images and texts from a feminist perspective. This course particularly focuses on folk literature as the most common, old and effective sources to depict women’s place in society. Painting historically has been a medium of expression of males, feminist perspective however has contributed to analyze the art of paintings and create a vehicle for communication and expression in the public domain. Retrieving the woman from universally accepted context is one aspect of the woman artist looking at the female body. This course also acknowledges ‘non-traditional art forms’ such as embroidery, rilli making, phulkari, and chattaye making etc. which are usually considered as skills rather than art forms.

Learning Outcomes

- Students will study projection and contribution of women in art forms briefly from various periods and places concentrating on the South Asian and Pakistani contexts.
- The course will give an insight into a wide variety of different cultures; examining painting, sculpture, folk literature, architecture, design, and performing arts depicting women.
- The course will introduce students to ‘non-traditional art forms’ enabling them to understand and discuss the role of women in establishing art forms and trends of past and present.
- This course will help in connecting theory and praxis for analyses of gender and cultural representation within the South Asian and especially Pakistani context.
- This course will enable the students to explore and understand the contribution of regional and local artists within a more global world.

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Women and Visual Culture

- Women artists of Pakistan
- Women painted by men
- Women painted by women
Unit 02: Women and Performing Arts

- Historical perspective
- Mainstream theatre
- Alternative theatre
- Dance and singing
- Taboos and misconceptions about performing arts

Suggested Books:
  *TDR*, 54(2), pp. 60-69.
Batool, Farida. (2004). *Figure: The Popular and the Political in Pakistan*. Lahore: ASR

Unit 03: Non-traditional Art Forms

- Embroidery
- *Rilli* making
- *Phulkari*
- *Chattaye* making
- Block printing etc.

**Optional Credit Hours 3**

**GENDER BASED VIOLENCE**

**Course Description:**

With the help of feminist theories of violence against women, this course explores the nature, causes, and spread of violence against women and its impact on gender relations. The course develops a holistic understanding of actual violence and threats of violence, encompassing all forms of violence – physical, emotional, and psychological – and critically examines how and why constitutional guarantees and religious assurances have not succeeded in protecting women’s human rights. The course would investigate the diverse connections between poverty, lack of education and ill-health. The course, thus, would prepare the students to comprehend the extent and forms of gender based violence existing locally and globally. The class discussions, drawing upon students' experiences and observations would assist in the exploration of practical measures for eliminating gender based violence.
Learning Outcomes:

1. To familiarize the students with the theories of violence against women;
2. To understand the nature of gender based violence in Pakistan;
3. To assess national and global policy and programmatic responses to gender based violence.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Violence: Definitions of violence, Gender based violence, typologies of violence (self-directed violence, Interpersonal violence, and collective violence) types of violence (physical, psychological, sexual, and economic violence), root causes of violence, solution of violence

Unit 02:
- Life-cycle approach to gender based violence

Unit 03:
- The role of systems of knowledge and information in creating violence
  a. The role of text books
  b. The role of media
  c. The role of literature

Unit 04:
- Theories of violence
  a. Psychopathology theory
  b. Learned behavior theory
  c. Patriarchal theory
  d. Culture of violence theory

Unit 05:
- The forms of violence
  a. Rape, sexual harassment, women trafficking, sex work, honor killing, female infanticide, female feticide, homicide, acid throwing and burning, customs-based violence, state violence and female genital mutilation

Unit 06:
- Domestic violence
  a. Domestic violence, Forms, Myths, Facts and figures, case studies of domestic violence
  b. Case studies of gender based violence
  c. International conferences and strategies to end gender based violence
Suggested Books:
Sigma Huda. 2009. “Prostitution: A profitable form of trafficking and the mechanism
to counter it.” Pakistan Journal of Women’s Studies: Alam-e-
Niswan, vol. 16,
os. 1&2, 235-254.
Thiara, Ravi K., and Aisha K. Gill. 2010. Violence against women in
South Asian
communities: issues for policy and practice. London: Jessica
Kingsley Publishers.
Welchman, Lynn, and Sara Hossain. 2005. “Honour”: crimes,
paradigms, and

Optional
Credit Hours 3

GENDER AND PEACE BUILDING

Course Description:

Women generally are more collaborative than men are and thus are
more inclined toward consensus and compromise. Women often use
their role as mothers to cut across international borders and internal
divides. Every effort to bridge divides, even if initially unsuccessful,
teaches lessons and establishes connections to be built on later.Women
are highly invested in preventing, stopping, and recovering from
conflict. This course is designed to review the phenomena of different
conflicts regarding destruction of world’s peace and environment.

Today, more than at any other time, society in general and mothers in
particular are faced with an enormous concern—how to protect their
children from a course that ends in loss of lives. This course highlights
the role and efforts of women as peacemakers as well as accounts for
the tribulations and miseries they face during armed conflicts. Students
will be able to analyses the different legislations and representation of
women organizations in the process of peace making.

Learning Outcomes:

This course helps students to understand different theories of peace,
politics of conflicts and women representation in the process of peace
building. Through class lectures, group discussions and readings
students would learn to analyze the diversity of women’s position as
peacemakers.
Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Theories and Politics of Peace
- Historical Context of Women's Role in Peace Building
- Exploring the Continuum of Violence against Women
- Introduction of fundamental principles of gender theories. Peace Building – a Gender Analysis

Unit 02:
- Human and Women’s Protection
- Women in the state of Terrorism
- Women and Extremism
- Women Peace Builders - Gender, Civilian Society and Peace Building
- Myths and Women’s Civilian Life

Unit 03:
- Gender, Armed Conflict, and Peacemaking
- The War System and other Alternatives: Civil Disobedience and Women's Refusal to Military Service
- Human Security, Rape as a Tool of War, Piece, dignity and Peace Keeping Operations

Unit 04:
- Reshaping the Future: Planning future in unity and equity
- Environmental constraints and conflicts linked to development
- Diverse proposals for sustainable development at local, national, regional and global levels
- Rural and urban sustainability, health promotion; and environmental factors as causes of conflicts, violence, and wars

Unit 05:
- NGO Working Group on Women, Peace and Security
- Women as community leaders, with formal and informal authority
- International Conferences on Peace Making and Women's Representation
- Women as adept at bridging ethnic, religious, political, and cultural divides

Unit 06:
- Role of Women's Writers in the process of Peace Making in Different areas of World
• Women’s Writings, Poetry, and movie making
• Eminent Women’s Activist of the world

Suggested Books
Sweetman, Caroline. (2005) Gender, Peace building, and Reconstruction, Oxfam GB. Published, Oxford, UK.
Smith, Dan & Skjelsbaek, Inger (2001) Gender, peace and conflict, International Peace Research Institute, USA.
WOMEN ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Course Description:

Now-a-days women are taking a vital role in the socio-economic development of the society. In this world, there is no specific difference between men and women entrepreneurs except sex and social related attitudes. For women entrepreneurs, the selection of the business depends upon the family background, their education, attitudes, and also the training they have undergone. This course examines the nature of entrepreneurship and effects of globalization on it. Moreover the course emphasize the changing role of women and increasing economic empowerment through small scale enterprise as well as social and cultural barriers restricted women's empowerment. Thus, this course helps students to explore ways and means for poverty alleviation.

Learning Outcomes:

This course helps students understand different sorts of entrepreneurship, complexities of women entrepreneurship and socio-cultural barriers women entrepreneurs are faced with. Through class lectures, group discussions and readings students would learn to analyze and explore the multiple efforts women perform as entrepreneurs.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:

- Historical context of Women Entrepreneurs
- The Concept and theories of Entrepreneurship
- Women's work and capitalist economy: Women and structural adjustment programs; women and the global economy.
Unit 02:
- Entrepreneurship- meaning and types; women and entrepreneurship; barriers problems; cultural, educational; technological; structural; eradication of barriers for developing women self employment
- Women entrepreneurship: Role of community based organizations, non-government organizations, and international government organizations.
- Institutions promoting women entrepreneurs: Academic, governmental, and non-governmental.

Unit 03:
- Technology and Entrepreneurship.
- The impact of Science and Technology on women in rural and urban societies in different spheres including household production reproduction, agricultural economy, micro-enterprises, and small-scale industry.
- Appropriate technology: Development of technology for women indifferent spheres including household production, Micro-enterprises, small-scale industry, and agricultural economy.

Unit 04:
- The need for women specific technological policy.
- Social Entrepreneurship
- Handicrafts and entrepreneur capacity building - means and ends towards economic empowerment of women.
- Self Help Group: an accelerate of sustainable production in agricultural entrepreneurship

Unit 05:
- Policies and Legislations for women Entrepreneurs in Pakistan
- NGO’s and Governmental Institutions for Women Entrepreneurs
- Role of International Organizations

Suggested Books:


Malhotra, Meenakshi (ed) (2400) Empowerment of Women.V.1-3, Isha books, New Delhi, India.


NIIR Board of Consultants& Engineers (1998) Opportunities for Women Entrepreneurship, NIIR, New Delhi, India.


Optional
Credit Hours 3

GENDER AND HEALTH IN THE CONTEXT OF PAKISTAN

Course Description:

Women have always been responsible for the health of their family and the issues of nutrition, preserving and providing food for the household is major task for them. Women throughout ages are active in taking care of their spouses but neglect their own health even they forget their rights as human being. This course examines the different perceptions about women’s health with special focus on women’s own attitude and behaviours towards social patterns and practices regarding their health. Health should be seen as gender issue but often people pay no attention to it.

This course’s focus is to analyze the health situation of women in Pakistan. This course looks at the reproductive health of both urban and rural women and examines their unmet needs. With the help of reading materials, class lectures, focus group, and field based studies this course encourages the students to address some key issues: a) Traditions, customs, myths and misconceptions about women’s reproductive health, b) patriarchal perception of women’s status and their roles in the society, and, c) efforts made by the government and non-government bodies for protecting, safeguarding and upgrading women’s health through the instrument of legislation.

Learning Outcomes:

The core objective of this course is to enable students to identify the major health issues in the social structure and cultural background of Pakistan. The course also attempts at creating a scientific understanding of women’s health and thus creating a recognition that reproductive health of a woman begins at birth.
Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Defining health
- Concept of health in Pakistan
- Health as gender issue: Quality, Quantity, and Accessibility of women to health facilities
- Sources of data about health.

Unit 02:
- Gender issues and women's health of girl child, Family environment, and health Socio-economic and cultural factors effecting nutrition, Girl child from birth to puberty
- Reproduction span problems
- Child marriages, Son preference, and neglect of the girl-child
- Malnutrition and its impact on the reproductive health

Unit 03:
- Rural health issues in Pakistan
- Regional variations in health status
- Access and awareness to health facilities
- Customary Practices affecting women's health
- Effect of Environmental factors on women's Health (water, endemic diseases etc)
- Role of Lady Health Visitors and their importance for change (training, accessibility, skills development)

Unit 04:
- Urban health issues in Pakistan
- Life style issues
- Quality and feasibility to primary health care
- Occupational health
- Refugee and migrant's health

Unit 05:
- Expecting Mothers
- Reproduction: Approaches and Issues
- Proximate determinants of facility (marriage, contraception, breast feeding, induced abortion)
- Issues regarding general and sexual health
- Reproductive Technologies and Infertility Treatments

Unit 06:
- Legislation regarding general and preventative health policies in Pakistan
- Current legislation and International convention: ICPD, CEDAW
- Needs for legislation on: domestic violence, incrust, sexual harassment etc
- Population policy and Development Planning in Pakistan.

Unit 07:
- Menopause for men and women
- Physical and Mental Changes & Problems during & after Menopause
- Myths related to menopause
- Early Menopause and Health Effects
- Ageing (After Menopause) Different Health Issues included Stress, Depression

Recommended Texts:
Agenda for Health Sector Reform(2001) The Way Forward National Health Policy  
Boland Recel, (1997) CRLP: Prolong Reproductive Rights, Centre of reproductive law of Policy, NY, USA.


Kumar, Ram (1990) Women, Health, Development and Administration, Devendra Printers, New Delhi, India.


Optional
Credit Hours 3

SOCIO-CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVES
OF WOMEN IN SOUTH ASIA

Course Description:

This course is designed to introduce and help students understand the changes and continuities in the lives of women in South Asia from a historical perspective. Using gender as a lens of examining the past, we will examine how politics of race, class, caste and religion affected and continue to impact women in South Asian countries, primarily in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. We will reflect upon current debates within South Asian women's history in order to examine some of the issues and problems that arise in re-writing the past from a gendered perspective and these are found in primary documents, secondary readings, films, newspaper articles, and the Internet.
This course features thorough lecture notes, presentations, seminars, assignments, guest lectures and a diverse collection of related resources.

Learning Outcomes:

This course will provide students a complete understanding to religious beliefs and practices from the earliest period to the present, stressing contemporary religious thought, performances, and institutions and their historical backgrounds. It also gives understanding about basic human issues such as the origin and nature of the world and society.

Islam reached South Asia in the eighth century and Muslim rulers held sway over large parts of the Subcontinent for much of the period from the late 12th century until the colonial period. However, the majority of the population never converted to Islam, and since independence in 1947 Islam--its interpretation, realization, and influence--has been a major factor underlying different political, social, economic, and religious issues. This has been true not only in the largest country, India, where Muslims form 12% (unevenly distributed) of the population, but in Bangladesh and Pakistan where non-Muslims are relatively insignificant minorities. This course explores the realities and the perceptions related to Muslim identities and the Islamic heritage in the Subcontinent, and
sets it in global context by comparison with other parts of the world which share various aspects of the South Asian experience. The course will conclude with an assessment of the larger significance--social, economic, and political, as well as religious and cultural aspects of Islam in South Asia today.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- South Asian women's history, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka: The historical and social context.
- Women in power: a study of some selected women in social, economic, political, religious term during middle ages.

Unit 02:
- A critique of 18th century reform movement.
- Selected case studies of women's participation in political strategies.

Unit 03:
- Defining women: Social reforms, Comparison between men and women in the 19th century.
- Reforms in education and Law in Colonial India.
- The impact of western women on South Asian women: The missionary enterprise.

Unit 04:
- A critique of women's literature in South Asia.
- Women's participation in political movement.
- The good wife and mother, Inside out: Andarmahal, harem and political participation.
- Birth control and Public health, Organizations and activism in colonial India.
- Formation of All India women’s conferences.

Unit 05:
- Campaigns against Dowry, Rape and Sati, Personal law vs. Uniform Civil Code.
- Women's work and working women.
- Emergence of Women's Political Leadership.
- Contemporary debates on feminism, Globalization and South Asian women
Unit 06:
- Era of women leader, Iconic representations: Sexuality and gender in popular culture.

Recommended Texts:
Desai, Tripata (1992) *Women in India: A Brief Historical Survey*, Munshiram Manoharlal, New Delhi, India
GENDER, LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS
IN PAKISTAN

Course Description:

This course provides an introduction to the origin and evolution of the concept of gender equality within the international human rights system. It provides an understanding of the centrality of gender equality to human rights discourse generally and how this is addressed within the UN human rights system specifically. This course will look into the ways in which law is gendered and how this contributes to the construction of inequalities across genders. Students will gain an overview of the various legal and normative frameworks that promote women’s rights, address gender inequalities, and advance practical approaches to securing gender equality.

This course is basically designed to examine the intersecting nature of various legal instruments on multiple levels i.e., international legal instruments and current legal framework in Pakistan and the ways in which such a situation of legal pluralism impacts women, men, third gender and other marginal groups. This course also examines the complexity of the legal system in the context of women and the emerging dichotomies that affect gender regimes in Pakistan. In this course the students will assess carefully whether these systems, as they exist in Pakistan, promote or discourage gender and class based discrimination. This course also assesses the efforts of the government in implementing international human rights instruments against gender discrimination. In
current legal context, the customary practices in Pakistan have the force of law have established a legal pluralism. Pakistan has ratified CEDAW and various other internationals instruments including but not limited to ICCPR, ICESCR, CRC, CAT, and ILO major conventions. Despite various human rights instruments extensive discrimination against women continues to exist. This course suggests that significant steps are required to be taken to build a human rights system that recognizes the need for gender equality and diversity to be inherent to approaches for securing human rights for all.

**Learning Outcomes:**

- To provide an understanding of the centrality of gender equality to human rights discourse;
- To gain an overview of the various legal and normative frameworks that promote women's rights, address gender inequalities;
- To examine the intersecting nature of various legal instruments on multiple levels;
- To gain an understanding of law making process and judicial system in Pakistan;
- To examine the complexity of the legal system in the context of women and the emerging dichotomies that affect gender regimes in Pakistan;
- To build a human rights system that recognizes the need for gender equality and diversity to be inherent to approaches for securing human rights for all.

**Course Contents:**

**Unit 01:**

- Origin and evolution of modern human rights
- Basic principles of human rights framework
- Origin and evolution of gender equality and its link to human rights
- Islam and human rights: The last Sermon of Holy Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)

**Unit 02:**

- **International Normative Framework for Gender Equality and Human Rights:**
  - Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
  - International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
  - International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT)
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)

- **International Labor Organization’s Major Conventions**
  - Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize Convention, 1948 (No. 87)
  - Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98)
  - Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29)
  - Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 1957 (No. 105)
  - Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138)
  - Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 182)
  - Equal Remuneration Convention, 1951 (No. 100)
  - Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No.111)

Unit 03:
- Need for law in society
- Sources of law in Pakistan (Customs, Shariah, Common, Equity)
- Types of law in Pakistan (Constitutional, Customary, Islamic, Common)
- The process of law making in Pakistan
- Judicial system of Pakistan

Unit 04:
- Access to justice, law courts and legal remedy in Pakistan
- Constitutional Safeguards and fundamental rights guaranteed in 1973 Constitution of Pakistan
- Informal, parallel legal system in Pakistan

Unit 05:
- Family Laws in Pakistan: Marriage, Polygamy, Talaq, Khula, Maintenance, Dowry and Gifts, Parents, Child Custody, Guardianship, Will and Inheritance
- Shariah laws in Pakistan: Law of Evidence; Rajam; Qisas and Diyat
- Comparative study of Hudood Laws and Women Protection Bill

Unit 06:
- Labor Laws in Pakistan: Wages, Collective Bargaining, Maternity leave, Protection against harassment at the workplace
Unit 07:
- Third gender person’s access to fundamental human rights in Pakistan
- Legal and political barriers to the protection and promotion of third gender person’s human rights in Pakistan

Suggested Books


Optional
Credit Hours 3

WOMEN AND MEDIA IN PAKISTAN

Course Description:

In this course, interdisciplinary approach is used to study and explore the projection of women's images in prints, television, movies, radio, music, newspapers, comics, magazines, advertisements, and internet in both the Pakistan and international contemporary cultural context. All forms of media are included as they communicate understanding of gender, and gender influences all forms of mediated communication. The course also explores how media reflects the outlook of society. It examines the role, impact and influence of feminist understanding of women and gender issues upon the creation of various types of visuals and news reporting. It also examines and evaluates how media's portrayal of women could be used either for the empowerment of women and creating the process of democratization of the society or for solidifying patriarchal concepts of power and authority. Finally, this course is meant to be used as a tool for creating social change by projecting needs for political action.

Learning Outcomes:

This course will develop in students an awareness of the history of the mass media's representation of women and gender. The course aims to help students mapping out new techniques for the usage of media in the present century. A major goal of the course is to empower would-be media persons to act fairly and judiciously so that the voices of all the segments of the society are heard.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:

- Theoretical foundation for this course
  
  a. The Media Effects Debate
  b. Social Learning Theory
  c. Cultivation Analysis
  d. Critical Theory/Cultural Theory

- General Introduction to Mass Media; classification; function; introduction of mass media in Pakistan
Unit 02:
- Representation of Race and Gender: Television, Film, Advertising, Internet, music videos, Radio
- Portrayal of women in media and gender stereotypes: newspaper; magazines; books; novels; short stories; and digests

Unit 03:
- Women as work force: newspaper, magazines, books, novels, short stories, and digests
- Women and Journalism
- Women as work force: film, television, radio, advertising, websites

Unit 04:
- Women stereotype roles and sexist language: In school text books and literature.

Unit 05:
- Visual Arts; still photography; movie making.
- Media and social development: media role; formulating media massage and carrying out media campaigns.

Unit 06:
- Women in the media: threats and challenges
- Violence at the work place
- Case studies of successful media women

Suggested Books:
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Nochimson, Martha (1992) *No End to Her: Soap Opera and the Female Subject*, University of California Press, Berkeley, USA.

WOMEN AND WORK: STRATEGIES FOR WOMEN'S

Course Description:

Women have historically remained engaged in earning money and creating resources for their family. Although women have been involved in a wide variety of work both in the formal and informal sectors of the economy, and at home, yet their role as wage earners and family bread-givers has been marginalized. This course examines the gendered nature of women's work in historical context with the purpose of evaluating women's efforts to earn, to identify the impediments women face at work, and to generate an effective dialogue aiming at mainstreaming women's economic activities in a threat-free environment. Looking holistically at women's work globally, this course' focus is the study of the experiences of women in Pakistan. This course encourages the students to address some significant questions: a) what counts as “work” when women do it, b) why are women paid less than men for the same work?, c) Why do we find women undertaking certain categories of work / types of occupations?, d) Does woman's work disables them to play the role of good home-makers and good mothers?, and e) how is women’s work is an integral part of development.

Learning Outcomes:

The course helps students to understand various categories of work: work as paid work (productive labour) and housework (reproductive labour). In understanding the differences in these two categories, students will draw upon feminist theories of work, family, and wages.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Historical Context of the concept of work
- Biology, Culture and the Production of Gender
- Theoretical background
- Conceptual understanding of women and work
- Work and the Islamic Perspective
- Work, Gender and Economics: Paid work and Unpaid work

**Unit 02:**
- Gender difference and inequality in: A Survey of the Economic Global Data
- The context of South Asia
- The context of Pakistan

**Unit 03:**
- Gendered Division of Labour: Private Space
  a. Family and Work
  b. Domestic Work
- Gender and Work in the Public Space Academy
  a. Women in Agriculture
  b. Women in the Market Economy
  c. Women in Higher Education
  d. Women in Management

**Unit Four**
- Gender, Work, and Welfare
- Informal Economy
- Subcontracted work in the informal sector

**Unit Five**
- Women Home-based workers
- Motherhood and Work
- Aging Women and Work
- Health Issues of Home-based Working Women

**Unit Six**
- Gender Gap in Pay and Poverty, Trends
- Gender, Workplaces and Processes of Exclusion
- Devaluation of “Feminine” Skills
- Differences in Occupations and Earnings of Men and Women

**Unit Seven**
- Women’s work and Capitalist Economy
- Sex Discrimination in Employment
- Sexual Harassment at Work place

**Unit Eight**
- Women’s Experience of Work: Case Studies from Rural and Urban areas.
Unit Nine
- Labour Force Participation of Women: Changing Trends
- New Policy Interventions:
  (a) The Role of the Stat
  (b) The Role of the NGOs
  (c) The Role of International Agencies
  (d) Globalization and New Market Trends

Unit Ten
- Development Planning In Pakistan with Gender Perspective
- Government Policy and Planning for Women's Development
- Analysis Of Special Programmes In Pakistan: Income Generating Schemes, Poverty Alleviation Programme, Gender Reform Action Plan, Millennium Development Goals
- Project Designing and Planning With Gender Perspective

Suggested Books:

Carr, Marilyn, Martha Chen and Renana Jhabvala (eds.) (1996) Speaking Out: Women's Economic Empowerment in South Asia, IT Publications on behalf of Aga Khan Foundation Canada and UNIFEM.

Optional Credit Hours 2 + 1

**MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS**

Course Description:

In recent years, non-governmental organizations have vastly increased in number and scope. They are increasingly influential in communities and grassroots activities, in policymaking, planning, and implementation. In today’s highly competitive environment of limited resources for the
public sector, effective leaders and creative management are crucial. Non-government organisations play an increasingly important role in all aspects of development. They are key actors in the worlds of politics, industry, and commerce, influencing both development agendas and policy implementation.

In this course, features of NGO’s management are compared and contrasted with the public and private sectors; highlighting issues such as funding, scale of operations, accountability, local participation, comparative advantage, and effectiveness. It also critically evaluates the role of the NGO’s and CBO’s as project implementers, technical assistance providers, intermediaries, partners, and advocates.

**Learning Outcomes:**

The main purpose of the course is to enable students to develop an awareness and understanding of the role that non-governmental organisations play in the formulation and implementation of development policy and practice, and the power relationships between NGO’s and other organisations at local, national and international levels. Students will become familiar with different types of organisations and their roles, as well as key aspects of the policies and operation of development NGO’s. They will develop a critical appreciation of the evolving nature of the NGO’s sector and gain insights into the constraints inherent in NGO’s structures and activities.

This course features thorough lecture notes, presentations, seminars, placements in NGO’s, assignments, guest lectures, and a diverse collection of related resources.

**Course Contents:**

**Unit 01:**
- Historical perspective about emergence of citizen sector
- Definition of NGO’s
- NGO’s: Representatives of civil society

**Unit 02:**
- Management of NGO’s
- Managing Human Resource: Human resource paradigm, the impact of human resource on board executives, staff, and volunteers
- Productivity and management approaches, Agenda setting
- Information Resources
- Analytical tools
• Program planning and strategies

Unit 03:
• Financial management: Fund raising, function and relationships among board of trustees, skills of direct solicitation, annual fund raise, organizing special events, donors, ethics of funding

Unit 04:
• Laws of non-profit organization: Registration, management, tax exemption, fund raising and lawsuits, legal liabilities involving boards, staff, and volunteers.

Unit 05:
• Development and Role of NGO’s in providing international public investment in the context of Pakistan
• Case Study: Role of NGO’s in implementation the platform of Action adopted by UN conference on women
• Limitations and constructs at National level

Unit 06:
• Issues related to NGO’s and their work in Pakistan
• Islamic Relief Organisations: Between Islamism and Humanitarianism
• Humanitarianism and Islam after 11 September
• NGO’s engaged in development, humanitarian, relief, and advocacy.
• The internal organisational challenges NGO’s face, including evaluation, accountability, legitimacy, and planning.

Unit 07:
• Community Based Organisations (CBO’s): Human, financial and information resource management

Suggested Books:
Argyris, Chris and Donald A. Schon(1996) Organisational Learning II: Theory, Method and Practice, Addison-Wesley, Massachusetts, USA.


Optional
Credit Hours 3

**GENDER, SEXUALITY AND SOCIETY**

**Course Description:**

This course seeks to examine how a society, historically and contemporaneously, experiences gender. It will explore how gender and
sexuality relate to other categories of social identity and difference, such as race and ethnicity, economic and social standing, urban or rural life, etc. One goal of this course is to learn how mass media and other popular representations play an important role in gender and stereotypes. It will enable students to gain a greater sense of the diversity of human social practices and beliefs in context of Pakistan and compare it with the world.

Thus this course will enable students to study gender relations with in intersections of race, class, sexuality, related concepts in Pakistani society. It will add up to scholarly work done in the field of gender. Through the researches, it will also explore and develop the Pakistani gender related concepts.

Learning Outcomes:

The primary objective of this course is to develop an understanding of the social construction of gender and sexuality in contemporary society. As a basis for this, historical perspectives will also be covered. The focus of this course will be on denaturalizing gender, sexuality, desire, masculine, and feminine sexualities, heterosexualities, and homosexual ties to understand how these create and sustain, and are created and sustained, by the gendered division of labour and patriarchal social organization. This theoretical grounding is necessary in order to grasp the phenomenon of common knowledge around what “sexual orientation,” gender “identity” or “gender roles” mean when used in current social interactions. Implications on the study of gender, sexuality, and society in a post “9/11” era will be discussed throughout the semester, as well as on a comparative basis with other world regions.

This course features thorough lecture notes, presentations, seminars, assignments, guest lectures, and a diverse collection of related resources.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:

- Concepts and Themes.
- Introduction to the Study of Gender and Sexuality: Definition and theories.
- Approaches to understanding the Sex/Gender System.
- Is Sex to Gender as Nature is to Culture?
- Cultural Acquisition of Gender as Learned Behaviour.
- The Muslim concept of active women’s sexuality.
Unit 02:
- Gender as a Social Institution: Gender difference and gender inequality in society.
- Arranged Marriage and Inheritance in Agricultural and rural Societies.
- Social Reproduction: Reproducing Formal and Informal Class Relations.
- Women in the Global Economy.
- Gender, Work and Professionalization.
- Gender and Agency.
- Tradition, construction and beliefs.
- Gender construction and cultural representation.

Unit 03:
- Gender and Sexuality as Identity: The Invention of Sexuality-based Identities.
- Gender creation from birth to adolescence.
- Other Genders/Sexualities.
- Do Western Sexual Identities Travel?
- Sexism, Racism and Violence.

Unit 04:
- Reproductive Politics and Gendered Citizenship
- De-essentializing Sex/Gender/Kinship.
- Fatal Images and Abortion Debates.
- Nationalism, Reproductive Politics and Gender.
- Making Modern Mothers.

Unit 05:
- Women’s self perception: Women role as perpetuator and custodian of tradition.
- Women working as anti women units.

Unit 06:
- Construction of Gender and Role of Media.
- Cultural Representations of Gender: Print Media (Newspapers, Magazines, Digests), Electronic Media (Television, Film, Radio, Internet), Art, Performing Arts (Dance, Theatre), Literature (Women Writers of Pakistan and Literature about women), Poetry (Female Poets of Pakistan, Women Representation in Poetry).
- Popular Culture: Hoardings, Truck Art, Calendar Art, Pinup posters.
Recommended Texts:

Optional
Credit Hours 3

**WOMEN IN SOUTH ASIAN HISTORY**

**Course Description:**

Women in South Asia represent a paradoxical scenario. In South Asia, there is a long lineage of Goddess worship and feminine mystique since antiquity and women have served as leaders of the nation in several South Asian countries in the modern era; yet in real life, women are subjected to various kinds of oppression, degradation, discrimination, and exploitation. This course aims to address some of the pertinent issues facing women in South Asia by exploring the historical conditions since the 19th century. Our attempt will be to identify, retrieve, reconstruct, and analyze the historical issues and events that directly or indirectly had a bearing on women’s lives in South Asia. It will examine women's presence and participation, question their absence and silence, and seek to analyze the implications of their subdued or overt actions in major historical developments in South Asia.

**Learning Outcomes:**

This course is designed to introduce to the students to the prominent themes in South Asian history and historiography with special attention to women and gender and help students understand the changes and continuities in the lives of women in South Asia from a historical perspective. The purpose of the course is to engage in the current debates concerning women's issues and gender through an examination of mainly primary, as well as secondary sources. Using gender and women's issues as a lens of looking at the past, we will examine how politics of race, class, caste, and religion affected and continue to impact women in South Asian countries, primarily in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka. Both Colonialism and Gender are of critical importance in contemporary South Asian scholarship.
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This course features thorough lecture notes, presentations, seminars, assignments, guest lectures, and a diverse collection of related resources.

Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Introduction to South Asian History
- India: The Historical and Social Context, Women in the Vedic Age, Manusabtra and women’s status, Good wives and bad women in the Hindu epic Ramayana: Women's versions of the epic
- Chaste and Wrathful epic heroines: Draupadi, Savitri and Kannaki

Unit 02:
- Advent of Islam: Women’s status, the criteria of sovereignty in Islam
- Razia Sultan, Women’s status during the Mughal Age, Nurjahan: court politics
- Patronage of art and architecture by women, Women in sufi literature-women Sufis

Unit 03:
- Women’s Question in the Nineteenth Century South Asia, Muslim women and the reform movement, Social and economic life-status of women, Sir Syed & the Aligarh movement.
- The Christian missions and the question of Indian women, Writing Women’s History, Rethinking Colonial History.

Unit 04:
- Colonialism and Its Impact on Women’s lives: Social, and Cultural Implications, Economic Consequences
- Education for women: Reforms in Education and Religion, Local efforts, Shaikh Abdullah and Muslim girls’ education, Begams of Bhopal and their role, The Bihishti Zewar and its impact, The new school system

Unit 05:
- Women, Family and the Nation: Domesticity as a new Cultural Construct
- Women in Muslim families; the institution of Purdah, Debate over purdah

Unit 06:
- Gender and Law in Colonial India
- Women writing: The view from nineteenth-century Urdu Journals for women, Women Through Their Own Words and Writings
- Feminist Consciousness, Women’s Organizations and Women’s Rights

Unit 07:
- Women and the Nationalist Movement, Women in the Muslim League
- New Directions in Struggle: Contemporary Women’s Movements

Suggested Books:
Ali, Azra Asghar. *The Emergence of Feminism Among Indian Muslim Women*, OUP.
Brij Bhushan, Jamila (1990) *Sultan Razia, her Life and times: A Reappraisal*, Manohar Publications, New Delhi, India.

Hussain, Salma Tasadduq (1987)*Azadi ka safar tehrik-e- Pakistan aur muslim Khwatin*, Pakistan Study Centre, University of the Punjab, Lahore, Pakistan.
Mirza, Sarfaraz Hussain (1969)*Muslim Women’s Role in the Pakistan Movement*.

Research Society of Pakistan, Punjab University, Lahore, Pakistan.

Qidwai, Anis (1974) *Azadi ki chaon men [Under the shade of freedom]*, *Qaumi Ekta Trust*, New Delhi, India.

Nigarishat, Lahore, Pakistan.

Optional  
Credit Hours 3  

**GENDER, RELIGION AND THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD**

Course Description:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

This course provides a general understanding of the lives and experiences of Muslim women and men in the context of new considerations that have merged in relation to the study and understanding of Islam and Muslim women and men after the events of September 11, 2001.

The focus of this course is on the lives of contemporary believing women and men, the factors informing the construction of gender in the world and in societies. The aim of the course is to help students think critically about the place of men and women in different religion of the world and the role and status of women and men in their religion. Some of the critical questions raised in this course include the impact of women’s movement and social movement and new research methodologies and thoughts on the lives of women and men across societies. The course also prepares to explore and experience the liberatory aspects of religion and identifies sources of empowerment, justice, and equity. The course will focus on contemporary believing women and men in a number of different cultural contexts in order to highlight a variety of issues...
significant for the understanding of challenges faced by women and men: veiling and seclusion, kinship structures, violence, feminist activism, literary and aesthetic expressions, etc.

**Learning Outcomes:**

The goals of the course are to introduce students to the Islamic view of gender issues; to acquaint them the diversity of Muslim women’s lives and experiences; and to help them use this knowledge and understanding to think critically about connections between how Muslim women see themselves and how other see them.

**Course Contents:**

**Unit 01:**
- Significance, Role and Impact of Religion in Human life.

**Unit 02:**
- Women in World religious perspective/Women in the perspective of various religions. Common heritage, parallel traditions:
  - Women in Hinduism
  - Women in Buddhism
  - Women in Judaism: - Eve and Adam: Jewish post-biblical traditions
  - Women in Christianity: - Early Christian interpretations

**Unit 03:**
- Status of Women in Islam: Social status, Abolition of female infanticide, Women’s economic freedom and gain full employment, Property/inheritance rights, Right to marriage and divorce, Birth and birth control and abortion, Custody of children.

**Unit 04:**
- Women in Quran: Major themes of Quran, Women and gender in Quran, Women female figures in the Quran, Quranic law about slavery.

**Unit 05:**
- Women in Islamic history: The family of the Prophet (PBUH)
Unit 06:
- Sexuality in Islam: Female circumcision, Menstruation, Virginity and chastity, and Reproductive rights of women.

Unit 07:
- Hadith and Islamic Fiqah: Hadith and status of women, Modesty and Islamic dress, Fatawa and women, Islamic Fiqah- New perception in women in Islam.

Unit 08:
- Challenges and issues of the 21st century and Muslim women.

Suggested Books:
Fatam, Shabana (2007) Women and Islam, Sumit enterprises, New Delhi, India.
Khairabadi, Mail (1997) Quran Ma aurat ki Haisiyat, Niyu Krisent Publishing Haus, India.
Naseef, Fatima Umar ((1999) *Women In Islam: A Discourse In Rights And Obligations*, Sterling, New Delhi, India.


---

**Optional**

**Credit Hours 3**

**GENDER, POLITICS, CIVIL SOCIETY AND HUMAN RIGHTS**

**Course Description:**

This course is an introduction to a broad range of theoretical and empirical approaches to the study of women and politics, including feminist theory and the history and evolution of the organized women's movement.

**Learning Outcomes:**

The main objective of the course is to examine the role of women in politics, focusing on how and to what extent women participate in politics. It also examines the possible barriers to women's involvement in politics and how does the political system treat women's issues. Other topics include women's status in traditional political thought, feminist theory, women, and political parties, and women in political elites.
Course Contents:

Unit 01:
- Theories of political science.
- Gender and politics: Gender hierarchy, construction of masculinity and femininity shape and are shaped by interacting economic, political, and ideological practices.

Unit 02:
- Women and political leadership: Explore difference between women and men in leadership positions, historical exploration why there have been so few women political leaders.
- Women leaders in several areas of politics: non-profit organizations, political parties, legislatures, the courts and executive office.

Unit 03:
- Women and politics: General concept of women's political participation (comparative study e.g. attitudes and behaviour of society towards women participating in politics, social constraints regarding women's political participation.
- Broad range of issues involving gender and politics: history of women's movement, voting differences, political divisions amongst women.
- What we mean when we refer to 'women's issues'.
- Ongoing development of women's participation and explore the varied roles attained and denied women in Pakistan.

Unit 04:
- Women as emerging political players in society: strategies for gaining political power, the evolution of public policies that effect the lives and opportunities of women, the present political status of women in Pakistan and globally.

Unit 05:
- Women politics and public policies: Issues of gender as it pertains to politics and public policy in Pakistan and internationally.
- Variety of ways gender issues intersect with Pakistan's Politics, in term of leaders, voters, and roles of women.
- Theoretical constructions that emerge from candidate and politician behaviour, media representation, and public perceptions.
Suggested Books:
Inter-Parliamentary Union (2000) *Politics: Women’s Insight*, Inter-Parliamentary Union,
Geneva, Switzerland.

**Optional Credit Hours 3**

**GENDER AND DISASTER MANAGEMENT**

**Course Description:**

The aim of the course is to introduce disaster management practical knowledge and skills among students to enable them effectively reduce risks, prepare, mitigate and respond to manmade and natural disasters. The course will teach in the form of training workshop so that students will have opportunity to learn the practical skills of how to conduct gender analysis in disaster management.

**Learning outcomes:**

At the end of the course, students will be able to:

- Analysis disaster reduction & management with gender and feminist perspective.
- Understand distribution of relief and rehabilitation efforts through mainstreaming a gender equitable approach.
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• Learn new skills about various types of disasters, and basic techniques to decrease the impact of disaster by involving community.

Course contents:

Unit 01: Introduction to gender, disaster and management:
• Key concepts of disaster, disaster as development agenda, source of information on gender and disaster

Unit 02: Gender and natural disasters:
• Natural disasters and their impact on women and men, Why are Women more Vulnerable? Women Responding to Disasters, violence against women in pre-disaster and post-disaster situation

Unit 03: Ecology and feminist political ecology:
• Eco-feminism and system, ecological anthropology in addressing environmental hazards, political ecology as theory and dominant framework, feminist political ecology in addressing natural resource degradation.

Unit 04: Disaster Risk Reduction:
• Integration gender into risk reduction, how to build gender sensitive disaster risk reduction indicators, The Hyogo framework for action, Sendai framework for disaster risk reduction from 2015-2030

Unit 05: Gender and Disaster Risk Management:
• Gender dimensions of emergency management, Recovery, Reconstruction, Gender Based Identification of Hazardous Sites: Use of Baseline Data and Community Involvement in Planning and Reconstruction.Rehabilitation, Restoration, Gaps and opportunities in emergency management systems

Unit 06: Gender, natural resource management and disaster:
• Definition, nature, scope and national framework for natural resource management, gender and natural resource management, women’s role in natural resource management, women and youth leadership in community resource use, role of natural resource in disaster reduction.
GENDER AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Course Description:

Both women and men play critical roles in agriculture throughout the world, producing, processing and providing the food we eat. Rural women in particular are responsible for half of the world's food production and produce between 60 and 80 per cent of the food in most developing countries. Yet despite their contributions to global food security, women farmers usually have more limited access to resources and opportunities and are frequently underestimated and overlooked in development strategies.

The students will understand that in some cases the time spent on productive and reproductive work can overlap - for example, women can be engaged in home-based income-generating activities (sewing, making pickles, etc.) while also looking after small children. When mothers engage in paid work to meet household consumption needs, the burden of domestic responsibilities tends to fall on the girl child and in some cases on both girls and boys. From a life-cycle point of view it will also be useful for the students to understand how women's home-based activities have changed over time and age - as an old mother she may no longer go to collect fuel wood or water, unless she is living on her
own, and most of the time will be spent in cooking and/or caring for small children.

**Learning Outcomes:**

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- To understand the different types of reproductive work that rural men and women from different caste/class backgrounds do (roles and responsibilities);
- To look at how the time spent on different unpaid activities by men and women is valued;
- To use photographs as a method of understanding and studying life situations and issues of poverty and livelihoods;
- To interpret visual clues and analyze their meanings;
- To learn about gender roles in agriculture in diverse regional and sectoral contexts;

**Course Contents:**

**Unit 01:**
- Gender relations and rural livelihoods

**Unit 02:**
- Poverty, livelihoods and sustainability

**Unit 03:**
- Understanding gender: Can men and women be equal? Policy approaches to women and development: from WID to GAD

**Unit 04:**
- Gender and agriculture: An overview

**Unit 05:**
- Understanding gender roles in agricultural systems

**Unit 06:**
- Gender and land rights

**Unit 07:**
- Technological change and gender relations
Unit 08:
- Promoting access to credit: The role of women’s self-help groups

Unit 09:
- Gender, biodiversity and food security

Unit 10:
- Empowering rural women: Participation and governance

Unit 11:
- Livelihoods in transition: disasters, vulnerability and adaptive capacity

Unit 12:
- Gender and organizational change: Institutional practice in extension, training and research

Suggested Books:
GENDER AND SOCIAL POLICY

Course Description:

The course reflects extensive social changes in women's participation at work, education and political participation. It also reflects policy changes aimed at producing a mixed economy of welfare, increasing family responsibility in health, community care, housing education and income security. It examines the changing pattern of welfare provision, with increasing reliance on women’s unpaid work, the gendered nature of welfare structures, the continuing dependence of women on men’s income and on welfare benefits, the public private divide, and the legal frameworks with gender dimension.

Learning outcomes:

After completing the course, the students will be able to:

- Understand the process of social change from a gender perspective
- Understand the policy process, its significance and need for feminist policy analysis framework
- Comprehend economic and social policy

Course Contents:

Unit 01: Understanding a 'Policy':
- Elements, Definitions, The Policy Cycle, The Policy Process, Making a policy, who makes policy?

Unit 02: What is Social Policy:

Unit 03: Policy Analysis:
- Definition, Significance and process, Need for Feminist Policy Analysis Framework.
Unit 04: The Politics of Social Policy, a Theory or Practice, Slogan or Reality:

Unit 05: The Economics of the Social Policy:

Unit 06: Key Stakeholders in the formulation and execution of Social policy- Rulers vs. People- Women and Men?
- Social Relations and SP. The issues of mobilisation, organization and representation, social safety network/structures, The Phenomenon of Community Participation, (CP). Are Women part of the Communities, Culture and Tradition?

Unit 07: Social Policy and its Impact on People- Women and Men:
- Phenomenon of Devolution, Examples from social sector, Education and Health.

Unit 08: The Role of Civil Society in Social Policy:
- What is a civilized society? What are CSOs, Human Rights/Advocacy, Development and Women's Empowerment NGOs, Issues faced by CSOs, Media and SP.? 

Suggested Books:


Recommendations

To further strengthen and enhance the quality of research and teaching in the discipline of Women and Gender Studies, the members of the Curriculum Revision Committee held on 20-22 April 2017 at HEC Regional Centre, Karachi made the following recommendations.

The recommendations of the committee are as under:

1. The committee unanimously recommended that the name of Discipline “Women and Gender Studies” may be replaced with “Gender Studies”. The rationale of changing the name of the discipline is that the term “gender” encompasses all genders, so there is no need to mention the word women separately in the title of the discipline.
2. It was also recommended that all universities/degree awarding institutes may be directed by HEC to change the name of the discipline accordingly.
3. The Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs) should be customized to the regional strengths of various universities and norms of Pakistani Society.
4. The committee also suggested that the universities should align the PLOs with the university’s vision and mission.
5. HEC should arrange teachers training workshops for building the research and teaching capacities of the faculty in Gender Studies.
6. Special grants for library development in Gender Studies should be instituted.
7. The discipline of Gender Studies may be introduced in universities/colleges where it is not yet offered.
8. A component/paper of gender studies should be introduced in the syllabi of other disciplines as well.
9. Concentrated efforts should be made for introducing Gender Studies at intermediate level.
10. An effort should be made to incorporate Gender Studies perspective in the preparation of textbooks at school and college levels.
11. Active collaboration should be developed between the various departments, centres and institutes teaching Gender Studies in Pakistan with the purpose of sharing expertise.
12. A concentrated efforts should be made to prepare translations in Urdu (or any other language of Pakistan) of key-texts in Gender Studies.
13. Anthologies consisting of texts written about women or by women in different languages in Pakistan should be prepared and translations of the same should be made available in Urdu and English.

14. Efforts should be made to develop the research and teaching capacities of the faculty of Gender Studies.

15. Concentrated efforts should be made for introducing Gender Studies at undergraduate level.

16. Academic linkage programmes with centres/programmes of Gender Studies in the developed countries should be established.

17. Appointment of a National Professor in Gender Studies should be made.

18. An active national collaboration within the Gender Studies departments and faculty should be activated.

19. The core readings in gender studies may be placed online at HEC database so the students and instructors could have access to them.